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Chapter 1

Introduction

1.1 Background

Consensus has been a long-standing research topic in the field of distributed
systems for multiple decades. Participants in a consensus protocol seek to
agree on a log of messages that satisfies two crucial properties: (1) persis-
tence, i.e., all honest participants’ logs agree with each other except for some
logs may progress faster than others; (2) liveness, i.e., messages received as
input by honest participants get confirmed in all honest participants’ logs
quickly [26,45]. Conventionally, this can be achieved by the Byzantine Fault-
Tolerance (BFT) algorithms [13,37]. However, the high communication com-
plexity of these algorithms prevents them from being deployed in large-scale
networks, e.g., decentralized digital currency systems, in which consensus is
necessary for settling transactions.

In light of early attempts of digital currencies [14,15], Satoshi Nakamoto [42]
proposed the Bitcoin system atop a proof-of-work (PoW) [20]-based blockchain
protocol. On a high level, a blockchain is formed by chaining blocks of mes-
sages (or transactions in the case of digital currency) with hash functions,
i.e., by requiring the later block to include the hash of its previous block.
In order to generate a block, the PoW mechanism requires its participants
(usually called provers or miners) to solve a moderately hard computational
task, i.e., the difficulty of PoW. Hence, provers who successfully solve the
task are eligible to collect transactions and generate a block.

The public verifiability of the hash chain and the task guarantees that
any participants in a blockchain protocol can verify the validity of any given
block or blockchain. Moreover, due to the difficulty of PoW, the number of
valid blocks generated during a period of time is bounded by the provers’
computing power. If the number is one, then participants will agree on the
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only valid block to extend the blockchain. Otherwise, there will be “forks”.
By assuming an honest majority, i.e., more than half of the participants are
honest, and applying the longest-chain rule [26], i.e., honest participants only
accept and extend the longest chain in their view, the shorter chain (fork)
will eventually “die out”. The reason is that honest computing power within
the network will concentrate on the longest chain and outperform adversaries
who intend to work on shorter forks.

Considering a concrete PoW, the most well-adopted construction is based
on hash functions. Given a difficulty parameter T > 0, provers are required
to find a nonce such that the hash of the previous block and the nonce is less
than T . For a hash function Hash : {0, 1}∗ → {0, 1}n, finding a valid nonce
is expected to need 2n/T hash evaluations; whereas, the verification requires
only one hash check.

Although it has been proven that the Nakamoto-style blockchain protocol
from the aforementioned hash-based PoW satisfies persistence and liveness
under the random oracle model [26], the hash evaluation itself is wasteful in
energy and meaningless other than generating blocks. Therefore, numerous
alternative PoW schemes, i.e., proof-of-X (PoX), have been proposed to uti-
lize more “useful” tasks, e.g., proof-of-useful-work (PoUW) [6, 23], or other
resource, e.g., proof-of-stake [19,35] and proof-of-space [22].

1.2 Our Results

In this thesis, we will present three results [51–53] related to these primi-
tives and variants of PoW. We start from looking back into the origin [20],
i.e., a resource-demanding verifiable computation (for combating junk mail).
Instead of hash functions, we show a generic construction based on compu-
tationally hard primitives that can be instantiated with different kinds of
resources (i.e., time and memory); Next, back in the sense of blockchain pro-
tocols, we investigate a subset of the PoUW, i.e., with deep learning tasks as
the useful work. We propose a distributed proof-of-deep-learning (D-PoDL)
scheme and transform it into a provably secure blockchain protocol that can
take different chain selection rules into consideration; Finally, in the last re-
sult, we consider a competitive PoX framework which is generalized from
a score-based assignment problem abstracted from double auction systems.
We show the design of a competitive PoX-based blockchain protocol that can
also achieve consensus but requires significant modification compared to the
existing approaches.
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1.2.1 PoW from Computationally Hard Primitives

In contrast to the hash-based construction that requires the random oracle
model in security analysis, one can better argue the security of a computa-
tionally hard primitive-based PoW [6]. This result proposes a generic PoW
construction based on one-way trapdoor functions [29] and asymmetrically
hard functions [8]. Intuitively, provers are required to invert a one-way func-
tion with the help of an instance from the hard function. The task is designed
in a way that the evaluation of the hard function instance equals the trap-
door of the one-way function. Hence, the prover can compute the inversion
by first evaluating the hard function to obtain the trapdoor. Additionally,
we show two concrete constructions based on the RSA problem [49]. The
first one takes time as the difficulty resource, which is built atop the RSW
time-lock puzzle [48]; whereas, the second one considers memory and is built
atop a memory-hard function, i.e., the DIODON function [8]. Note that our
task generation unavoidably incurs trust in the generator, which will limit
the usefulness of our approach in distributed scenarios. However, since this
result considers PoW as a resource-demanding verifiable computation, we
argue that our constructions fulfill this purpose and show enough versatility
for being capable of using either time or memory as the difficulty resource.

1.2.2 Blockchain from Deep Learning Tasks

For the second result, we investigate the potential of using deep learning tasks
as useful work in PoUW. Existing works on deep learning-based PoUW1 rely
on strong assumptions, cannot act as a distributed solver among provers,
and lack security proofs for the blockchain protocols built atop them. We
overcome these drawbacks by designing a hash-train-hash structure in the
solving algorithm and enabling provers to refer to others’ pre-trained mod-
els with a model-referencing mechanism. Then, based on our scheme, we
propose a generic blockchain protocol that is capable of two different chain
selection rules: i.e., the longest-chain rule [26] and the weight-based frame-
work [27, 33]. Hence, we can derive two concrete blockchain protocols from
the generic design. For security, we analyze the block generation rate and
show both our concrete protocols satisfy the robust ledger properties [26,33],
i.e., chain growth, chain quality, and common prefix, which derive persistence
and liveness as proven in [26].

1Details of related works can be found in Chapter 4.
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1.2.3 Consensus from Competitive PoX

The starting point of this result has two aspects: (1) a general double auction
system in which participants can bid and match their bids to form transac-
tions; (2) the weight-based PoW has a rather constrained weight distribu-
tion [33] for satisfying consensus which cannot be applied for general (score-
based) optimization problems. Therefore, we first refine the blockchain data
structure to add support for bidding operation. Then, we abstract a bid-
assignment problem (BAP) as the underlying task for a PoW. However, we
observe that, unlike any existing PoX schemes, the difficulty of the BAP-
based PoW lies in competition among provers. Hence, we further abstract
it into a competitive PoX framework. Notice that we can drop the “work”,
but only need to focus on the score distribution of blocks. Based on the
framework, we design a protocol that achieves consensus on a blockchain
but has intermediate states in the tree (forest) structure. By considering
the accumulated score of each branch on the tree and adopting the “highest-
scored-branch” rule, we conclude that under an appropriate accumulating
function, our protocol can achieve consensus even assuming an arbitrary
score distribution.
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Chapter 2

Preliminaries

2.1 Notations

Throughout this thesis, we use λ for the security parameter. The negligible
function of λ is denoted with negl(λ). For an integer k ∈ N, [k] denotes
the set {1, . . . , k}. Given a set X , x $← X denotes that x is randomly and
uniformly sampled from X . For an algorithm Alg, x ← Alg denotes that x
is assigned the output of an algorithm Alg on fresh randomness. Let Hash
denote a collision-free hash function.

2.2 Frameworks and Definitions

Execution model. General protocol executions are modeled by the stan-
dard Interactive Turing Machines (ITM) approach [12]. A protocol refers
to algorithms for a set of nodes (participants) to interact with each other.
All corrupted participants are considered to be controlled by an adversary
A who can read inputs and set outputs for these nodes. We will present
concrete settings with respect to each result.

Next, we show the general PoX framework.

2.2.1 General PoX Framework

Recall the hash-based PoW. Given a hash function Hash : {0, 1}∗ → {0, 1}n
and a difficulty parameter T > 0, provers are required to find a nonce nonce
such that Hash(prevBK, nonce) < T . We abstract this approach into a general
PoX framework which involves a task generation algorithm TaskGen, a solving
algorithm Solve, and a verification algorithm Verify.
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Definition 1 (Syntax of General PoX) The tuple of algorithms (TaskGen,
Solve,Verify) in a general PoX scheme performs as follows:

• TaskGen(1λ, kind, u) takes as input the security parameter λ, the kind of
resource kind, e.g., time, memory or storage, and the designed amount
of resource units u. It outputs public parameters pp such that (kind, u) ∈
pp, and a task task;

• Solve(pp, task) takes as input pp, a task task. It outputs a proof π for
the given task task;

• Verify(pp, task, π) takes as input pp, a task task, and a proof π. It
outputs 1 if π is a valid according to task; Otherwise, it outputs 0.

Here, we consider the correctness and efficiency of the general framework.
Other security definitions, e.g., difficulty, will be given with respect to con-
crete schemes.

Definition 2 (Correctness) A general PoX satisfies perfect correctness if
the following property holds for any λ, kind, u, and (task, aux)← TaskGen(1λ,
kind, u):

Pr [Verify(pp, task, Solve(pp, task) = 1] = 1.

Efficiency requires that TaskGen and Verify should run in time Õ(λ)1, and
should be logarithm of the run time of Solve.

2.2.2 Security Definitions

Here, we introduce security definitions of blockchain protocols in the follow-
ing.

Persistence and liveness. Typically in distributed ledgers, each transac-
tion changes the state of the protocol. Thus, it is convenient to introduce a
notation to address this framework. Assume the existence of two states st1
and st2, let st1

tx→ st2 denote the state change from st1 to st2 introduced by
a transaction tx. Moreover, let st

∗→ st′ denote the transition between two
states caused by a finite number of transactions. Under our protocol execu-
tion setting, we recall the ledger properties, i.e., persistence and liveness, as
discussed in [26].

1If f(λ) ∈ Õ(λ), there exists k > 0 such that f(λ) ∈ O(λ · logk(λ).
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• Persistence. For any two nodes, say, S1 and S2, and any two slots t1 ≤ t2,
if the list of settled transaction of S1 in t1 is equal to LOG1, and the total
transactions for S2 is LOG2, thus LOG1 is a prefix of LOG2;

• Liveness. If a transaction tx is available to all nodes at a point when the
latest slot for the honest nodes is t, then any node whose clock advances
τ slots to the point of t′, we will have a ledger such that the state st, for

which it holds that st0
∗→ st1

tx→ st2
∗→ st.

Robust ledger properties. The definitions of robust ledger properties,
i.e., chain growth, chain quality, and common prefix, originate from [26]. We
adopt the modified version from [23] for the longest-chain-based protocol.
Moreover, we also include the weight-based variant from [33].

Definition 3 (Robust Ledger Properties) The three aspects of the ro-
bust ledger properties are defined as follows.

• Chain growth: For any honest miner with chain chain at a round, the
chain growth with parameter τ ∈ (0, 1] and s ∈ N states that for any
portion of chain spanning s consecutive rounds, the number of blocks in
this portion is at least τs;

• Existential chain quality: For any honest miner with chain chain at a
round, the existential chain quality with parameter s ∈ N states that
for any portion of chain spanning s consecutive rounds, at least one
honestly-generated block appears in this portion;

• Common prefix: For any two honest miners with chains chain1, chain2
at round r1, r2 respectively, where r1 ≤ r2, the common prefix with
parameter s ∈ N indicates that chain1 should be a prefix of chain2 after
removing the last s blocks.

Definition 4 (Weight-Based Robust Ledger Properties) The three as-
pects of the weight-based robust ledger properties are defined as follows.

• Chain growth: For any honest miner with chain chain at a round, the
chain growth with parameter τ ∈ (0, 1] and s ∈ N states that for any
portion of chain spanning s consecutive rounds, the accumulated weights
appearing in this portion is at least W(chain2) ≥ W(chain1) + τs;

• Existential chain quality: For any honest miner with chain chain at a
round, the existential chain quality with parameter s ∈ N states that
for any portion of chain spanning s consecutive rounds, the fraction of
honest blocks’ weights in this portion is at least µ;

10



• Common prefix: For any two honest miners with chains chain1, chain2
at round r1, r2 respectively, where r1 ≤ r2, the common prefix with
parameter s ∈ N indicates that chain1 should be a prefix of chain2 after
removing the last s blocks.

As explained in [45], persistence is equivalent to the common prefix prop-
erty, and liveness can be derived from robust ledger properties.
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Chapter 3

PoW from Computationally
Hard Primitives

This chapter takes a detour to investigate PoW outside the blockchain sce-
nario. In this case, it can be regarded as a resource-demanding computation
mechanism with public and efficient verification. We show a generic con-
struction that can be instantiated with primitives requiring different kinds
of resources (i.e., time and memory) [52].

3.1 Overview

Since our purpose is to construct PoW from computationally hard primitives,
a naive idea is to invert one-way functions [29]. However, (1) a PoW should
be moderately hard, and (2) the difficulty of PoW should be easy to adjust,
we notice that: (1) inverting a general one-way function may require more
computing power than being “moderate”, and (2) adjusting difficulty usually
ends in changing the security parameter, hence, the security guarantee of the
whole PoW.

Another straightforward idea is to require provers to evaluate a hard
function. Proposed in [8], evaluating such functions requires a significant but
adjustable amount of resources. However, it is hard to verify the result of a
general hard function1, i.e., verifiers may have to run the whole evaluation,
hence, violating the efficiency requirement of PoW.

Now, we consider a trapdoored version of the one-way function. Inverting
such a function with the corresponding trapdoor will be easy. Hence, our fi-
nal idea is to provide provers with the trapdoor of the one-way function from

1There exists efficient proofs [46, 54] for concrete hard functions, e.g., the RSW time-
lock puzzle [48].
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the evaluation of a hard function. However, this approach requires that the
task generator must set the result of hard function evaluation to the trapdoor
of the one-way function, which means: (1) the task generator must be trust-
worthy; (2) an efficient task generator must be able to bypass the hardness of
the hard function. For the second aspect, we adopt the asymmetrically hard
function [8], in which resource consumption for evaluation can be reduced
with a corresponding bypassing key.

In the following section, we will first present the syntax of our trusted
generator PoW (TG-PoW).

3.2 Our Trusted Generator PoW Scheme

As introduced above, our TG-PoW extends the conventional PoW by grant-
ing provers an auxiliary input corresponding to the task. This design enables
provers to compute a piece of aid from the auxiliary that significantly reduces
the computing time of solving the task. Hence, instead of relying on the dif-
ficulty of the computational task, TG-PoW requires its provers to contribute
enough resources in computing the aid. With concrete constructions given in
Section 3.3.3, we will show that the resource can be time like in conventional
PoW schemes, or memory, without changing the TG-PoW framework.

3.2.1 Formal Syntax

Like the general PoX framework, the TG-PoW scheme consists of three algo-
rithms. However, in order to reflect the characteristic of our task generation
and solving process, we add modifications to these algorithms. Note that we
only consider time and memory as the resource in the following.

Definition 5 (TG-PoW Scheme) The tuple of algorithms (tdTaskGen,EvalSolve,
Verify) in a TG-PoW scheme performs as follows:

• tdTaskGen(1λ, kind, u, td) takes as input the security parameter λ, the
kind of computational resource kind ∈ {time,memory}, the designed
amount of resource units u, and an additional trapdoor td. It outputs
public parameters pp such that (kind, u) ∈ pp, and a computational task
task with its corresponding auxiliary aux;

• EvalSolve(pp, task, aux) takes as input pp, a computational task task,
and an auxiliary input aux. It is divided into two sub-procedures:

– Eval(pp, aux) outputs a piece of aid information aid;
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– Solve(pp, task, aid) outputs a solution solution of the given task;

• Verify(pp, task, solution) takes as input pp, a task task, and a solution
solution. It outputs 1 if solution is a valid solution of task; Otherwise,
it outputs 0.

3.2.2 Security Properties

Similar to the general PoX framework, we define correctness.

Definition 6 (Correctness) A TG-PoW scheme satisfies perfect correct-
ness if the following property holds for any λ, kind, u, td, and (task, aux) ←
tdTaskGen(1λ, kind, u, td):

Pr [Verify(pp, task,EvalSolve(pp, task, aux) = 1] = 1.

Next, we consider the primary security property, i.e., difficulty, of our
TG-PoW scheme. Following the same notation of the hash-based PoW, we
denote the task difficulty with parameter T (λ, u) where λ is the security
parameter, and u is the resource demand. Difficulty requires that any prover
can only produce a valid solution to the task by using significantly fewer
resources with negligible probability of λ.

In order to formally define difficulty with respect to TG-PoW, we in-
troduce two prior properties: soundness and hardness. Soundness requires
that unless the adversary A honestly computes the piece of aid aid′ from
Eval with the given aux, the probability of the obtained solution solution′ ←
A(pp, task, aid′) such that Verify(pp, task, solution′) = 1 is negligible of λ. In
contrast, hardness is defined over the resource, i.e., time and memory. It
indicates that any adversary on given aux can only obtain the valid aid using
less than the designed amount of resource with negligible probability of λ.

Formally, we define soundness as follows.

Definition 7 (Soundness) A TG-PoW scheme satisfies soundness if for
any adversary A who runs in time t(λ, c) ∈ (T (λ, u),O(2λ/c)) where c is a sig-
nificant large constant value, the following property holds for any large enough
λ, any kind ∈ {time,memory}, u, td, and any (task, aux)← tdTaskGen(1λ, kind,
u, td):

Pr

[
aid′ ← A(pp, task) : Verify(pp, task, solution′) = 1
solution′ ← Solve(pp, task, aid′)

]
≤ negl(λ).

Remark 1 (Achievable Soundness) Note that soundness requires bounds
on the adversary’s run time, i.e., t(λ, c) ∈ (T (λ, u),O(2λ/c)). The upper
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bound derives from the run time upper bound of solving the underlying task
by brute force; whereas, the lower bound indicates that solving task without
using aux should be more difficult than evaluating the hard function on aux2.

Next, we show the formal definitions for hardness with respect to time
and memory. First, we consider a generic game between a hardness ad-
versary A and a challenger CH. The adversary is given access to an eval-
uation oracle OEval such that on query aux, and the oracle returns aid ←
Eval(pp, aux, td). In general, the definitions are parameterized by a function
δ(λ, u) (in memory-hardness, we use (δtime, δmemory) for potential time-memory
trade-offs [31]), which represents the designed resource demand when running
Eval honestly. The time-hardness is defined as follows.

Definition 8 (Time-Hardness) A TG-PoW scheme satisfies δ(u)-time-
hardness if for any ϵ > 0 and any adversary A who runs in time δ(u)1−ϵ

after oracle access (OEval), the following property holds for any large enough
λ, u, kind=time, td, and any (task, aux∗)← tdTaskGen(1λ, kind, u, td):

Pr

 st← AOEval(pp, {aux}[q])
aid′ ← A(st, aux∗) : Verify(pp, task, solution′) = 1
solution′ ← Solve(pp, task, aid′) ∧aux∗ /∈ {aux}[q]

 ≤ negl(λ).

Similarly, we have the following definition for memory-hardness.

Definition 9 (Memory-Hardness) A TG-PoW scheme satisfies (δtime(λ),
δmemory(u))-memory-hardness if for any ϵ > 0 and any adversary A who runs
with (δtime(λ), δmemory(u)

1−ϵ) resource (considering potential time-memory trade-
off) after oracle access (OEval), the following property holds for any large
enough λ, u, kind=time, td, and any (task, aux∗)← tdTaskGen(1λ, kind, u, td):

Pr

 st← AOEval(pp, {aux}[q])
aid′ ← A(st, aux∗) : Verify(pp, task, solution′) = 1
solution′ ← Solve(pp, task, aid′) ∧aux∗ /∈ {aux}[q]

 ≤ negl(λ).

Finally, in the difficulty game, we provide the adversary the full power
with task and auxiliary. Recall that the soundness game only provides task,
whereas the hardness games only provide auxiliary. We grant the adversary
access to the evaluation oracle and an additional solving oracle OSolve such
that on query (task, aux), OSolve returns solution← EvalSolve(pp, task, aux) if
(task, aux)← tdTaskGen(·); otherwise, it returns ⊥. The difficulty is defined
as follows.

2Otherwise, provers will solve task directly.
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Definition 10 (Difficulty) A TG-PoW scheme satisfies T (λ, u)-difficulty
if for any ϵ > 0 and any adversary A who runs in time T (λ, u)1−ϵ (or T (λ)

time with at most u1−ϵ memory units after oracle access (O ∆
= (OEval,OSolve)),

the following property holds for any large enough λ, u, kind=time, td, and any
(task∗, aux∗)← tdTaskGen(1λ, kind, u, td):

Pr

[
st← AO(pp, {(task, aux)}[q]) : Verify(pp, task, solution′) = 1∧
solution′ ← A(st, task∗, aux∗) task∗ /∈ {task}[q] ∧ aux∗ /∈ {aux}[q]

]
≤ negl(λ).

3.3 Our Construction

In this section, we first introduce the formal treatments of our aforemen-
tioned building blocks, i.e., one-way trapdoor functions [29] and asymmet-
rically hard functions [8]. Then, we show a generic construction of our TG-
PoW scheme from these building blocks. Finally, we instantiate the generic
construction with the RSA [49] problem representing one-way trapdoor func-
tions, the RSW time-lock puzzle [48] for asymmetrically time-hard functions,
and the DIODON function [8] for asymmetrically memory-hard functions.

3.3.1 Building Blocks

We first adopt the definition of one-way trapdoor function families.

Definition 11 (One-Way Trapdoor Function Families) Let I be an in-

dex set. A collection of functions F ∆
= {fi : DFi → RFi }i∈I is one-way

trapdoor if the following properties hold.

• There exists a PPT algorithm GenF(1
λ) that takes as input the security

parameter λ, and outputs an index i ∈ I with the corresponding trapdoor
tdi of function fi;

• There exists a PPT algorithm SampleF(1
λ, i) that takes as input λ and

an index i ∈ I, and outputs x ∈ DFi ;

• Given (i, x), the value fi(x) is polynomial-time computable;

• One-wayness. For any PPT adversary A, for any (i, tdi) ← GenF(1
λ)

and any x← SampleF(1
λ, i), we have:

Pr[fi(A(1λ, i, fi(x))) = fi(x)] ≤ negl(λ);

• Trapdoor one-wayness. There exists a PPT algorithm Invert(1λ, i, tdi, fi(x))
that outputs x for all x ∈ DFi .
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Here, we formalize the implied definitions of asymmetrically hard func-
tions from [8] under the similar syntax of function families. The definition
goes as follows.

Definition 12 (Asymmetrically Hard Function Families) Let I be an

index set. A collection of functions G ∆
= {gi : DGi → RGi }i∈I is asymmetrically

hard if the following properties hold.

• There exists a PPT algorithm GenG(1
λ, kind) that takes as input the

security parameter λ and resource kind kind ∈ {time,memory}, and
outputs an index i ∈ I with the corresponding bypassing key aki of
function gi;

• There exists a PPT algorithm SampleG(1
λ, i) that takes as input λ and

an index i ∈ I, and outputs x ∈ DGi and resource demand u;

• Resource hardness. For any ϵ > 0 and any adversary A with at most
δ(u)1−ϵ resource for time (or (δtime(λ), δmemory(u)

1−ϵ) resource for mem-
ory), for any (i, aki) ← GenG(1

λ) and any (x, u) ← SampleG(1
λ, i), we

have:
Pr[A(1λ, i, x, u) = gi(x, u)] ≤ negl(λ);

• Asymmetrical hardness. There exists a PPT algorithm AsyEval(1λ, i, aki,
x, u) that outputs gi(x, u) for all x ∈ DGi .

Asymmetrically hard function candidates. This chapter focuses on
asymmetrically hard functions with two kinds of resources, i.e., time and
memory. Here, we show the candidate constructions: the RSW time-lock
puzzle [48] for time-hardness and the DIODON function [8] for memory-
hardness. We give descriptions of these constructions and prove them satis-
fying Definition 12.

Construction 1 (RSW Time-Lock Puzzle) The algorithms in the RSW
time-lock puzzle perform as follows. We omit G for simplicity.

• Gen(1λ, time) samples a large integer N = pq where p, q are prime num-
bers of length λ. It outputs (N, ϕ(N) = (p−1)(q−1));

• Sample(1λ, N) samples x
$← Z∗N and outputs (x, u);

• The function g(x, u) = x2u mod N ;

• AsyEval(1λ, N, ϕ(N), x) outputs y = x2u mod ϕ(N) mod N .
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By Euler’s theorem, it is easy to prove y = g(x, u). Now, we formalize
the following assumption, which was implicitly mentioned in [10]. Recently,
this assumption has been proven to hold under the strong algebraic group
model [34].

Assumption 1 (RSW Time-Lock Assumption) For any ϵ > 0 and any
adversary A runs in at most δ(u)1−ϵ time, for any (i, aki) ← GenG(1

λ) and
any (x, u)← SampleG(1

λ, i), the following property holds:

Pr[A(1λ, N, x, u) = x2u mod N ] ≤ negl(λ).

Hence, we conclude that the RSW time-lock puzzle scheme satisfies Def-
inition 12 with the following lemma.

Lemma 1 RSW time-lock puzzles form an asymmetrically time-hard func-
tion family if the RSW time-lock assumption holds.

Now, we introduce the construction of the DIODON function from [8].
It puts forward the idea of the RSW time-lock puzzle, generating a list that
stores the results of RSW evaluations. Memory-hardness derives from chain-
ing these results with a memory-hard hash function, i.e., the Scrypt [2],
so that provers cannot delete a large fraction of stored results to finish the
evaluation of the DIODON function.

Construction 2 (DIODON Function) The algorithms in the DIODON
function perform as follows. We omit G for simplicity.

• Gen(1λ,memory) samples a large integer N = pq where p, q are prime
numbers of length λ. It outputs (N, ϕ(N) = (p−1)(q−1));

• Sample(1λ, N) samples x
$← Z∗N and outputs (x, (k, l, u)) where k, l are

additional parameters for the RSW time-lock puzzle and the Scrypt hash
function;

• The function first computes u RSW time-lock puzzles and stores the
results in a list L = {L0} ∪ {Li}i∈[u−1] where L0 = x and Li = L2k

i−1
mod N . Hence, for any i ∈ [u − 1], Li = x2k·i mod N . On the list,
the function performs the Scrypt hash function with parameter l, i.e.,
starting from Lu−1, it computes an index j = Lu−1 mod u, and hashes
over Lu−1 and Lj. It then iterates l − 1 times with the result from the
previous hash as input. Finally, the function value g(x, u) is set to the
last result. Concrete algorithm can be found in Algorithm 1;
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• AsyEval(1λ, N, ϕ(N), x, (k, l, u)) evaluates the Scrypt hash function by
computing each result block of index i ∈ [u − 1] with x2k·i mod ϕ(N)

mod N . It sets the final result as y. The concrete algorithm can be
found in Algorithm 2.

Likewise, we have the following lemma for the DIODON function.

Lemma 2 DIODON functions form an asymmetrically memory-hard func-
tion family if the RSW time-lock assumption holds.

Proof 1 By Euler’s theorem, it is easy to prove y = g(x, u). Moreover, as
shown in [2], considering time-memory trade-off, the DIODON function is
optimally linearly memory-hard, i.e., there exists δtime(k, l, u)× δmemory(u) is
constant. Hence, to evaluate an instance of the DIODON function, a prover
can save a fraction of memory but must pay the same factor in time.

Algorithm 1: The DIODON Evaluation g(x, u)
1 Input N and (x, (k, l, u));
2 Let L0 = x;
3 for i ∈ [u− 1] do

4 Li = L2k

i−1 mod N ;

5 end
6 Let temp = Lu−1;
7 for i ∈ {0} ∪ [l − 1] do
8 Let j = temp mod u;
9 Compute temp = H(temp, Lj);

10 end
11 Return g(x, u) = temp

Algorithm 2: The DIODON AsyEval
1 Input (N,ϕ(N)) and (x, (k, l, u));

2 Compute e = 2k·(u−1) mod ϕ(N);
3 Let temp = xe mod N ;
4 for i ∈ {0} ∪ [l − 1] do
5 Let j = temp mod u;

6 Compute ej = 2k·j mod ϕ(N);
7 temp = H(temp, (xej mod N));

8 end
9 Return y = temp;

3.3.2 Generic Construction

Intuitively, the trusted generator first samples an asymmetrically hard func-

tion g(·) $← G and its instance as aux. The generator evaluates g(aux) with the
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asymmetrical evaluation process of the hard function, i.e., AsyEval(g, aux).

By regarding the aid aid
∆
= g(aux) as the trapdoor of a one-way trapdoor

function, the generator can then find such a function f(·) ∈ F . Finally,
tdTaskGen outputs an instance task = f(solution) of inverting the one-way
trapdoor function providing provers the auxiliary aux.

Construction 3 (Generic TG-PoW Construction) The tuple of algo-
rithms (tdTaskGen,EvalSolve,Verify) of a TG-PoW scheme performs as fol-
lows.

• The trusted task generator performs tdTaskGen(1λ, kind, u, td):

– Run (g, ak)← GenG(1
λ, kind) such that g : DG → RG is an asym-

metrical kind-hard function; Sample a ← SampleG(1
λ, g) and set

aux
∆
= a; Run y ← AsyEval(1λ, g, ak, a, u) and set aid

∆
= y;

– Run (f, td) ← GenF(1
λ) such that f : DF → RF is an one-way

trapdoor function with trapdoor aid; Sample x ← SampleF(1
λ, f)

and set task
∆
= f(x);

– Output (task, aux)
∆
= (f(x), a).

• Provers perform EvalSolve(pp, task, aux):

– Parse (kind, u) ∈ pp and (task, aux) = (f(x), a);

– Compute aid′ = g(a, u);

– Output solution
∆
= x′ ← Invert(1λ, f, aid′, f(x)).

• Any participant can perform Verify(pp, task, solution):

– Parse (kind, u) ∈ pp, (task, aux) = (f(x), a), and solution = x′;

– Output 1, if f(x′) = f(x); otherwise, output 0.

3.3.3 Concrete Constructions

Now, we instantiate our generic construction with two concrete constructions.
In both cases, we use the RSA problem [49] for the one-way trapdoor function.
Whereas, in the time-hard TG-PoW scheme, we utilize the RSW time-lock
puzzle [48] for the asymmetrically time-hard function; and in the memory-
hard scheme, we use the DIODON function [8]. Concrete instantiations are
as follows.
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Construction 4 (Time-Hard TG-PoW) Let p,q be two prime numbers
of length λ.

• tdTaskGen(1λ, time, u, td). Parse td = (p, q). Compute N = pq and
ϕ(N) = (p − 1)(q − 1). Sample a ← Z∗N and compute the u-RSW
time-lock puzzle with td (or precisely, ϕ(N)), i.e., aid = a2

u mod ϕ(N)

mod N . If gcd(aid, ϕ(N)) ̸= 1, resample a. Otherwise, set aux
∆
= a.

Compute e, such that e · aid ≡ 1 mod ϕ(N). Sample y ← Z∗N and

output (task, aux)
∆
= ((N, e, y), a);

• EvalSolve(pp, task, aux). Parse (kind, u) ∈ pp and (task, aux) = ((N, e, y), a).
Evaluate the u-RSW time-lock puzzle, i.e., aid′ = a2

u
mod N . Com-

pute x′ = yaid
′
mod N and output solution

∆
= x′;

• Verify(pp, task, solution). Parse (kind, u) ∈ pp, (task, aux) = ((N, e, y), a),
and solution = x′. Output 1 if x′e = y mod N ; otherwise, output 0.

Construction 5 (Memory-Hard Construction) Let p,q be two prime num-
bers of length λ.

• tdTaskGen(1λ,memory, (k, l, u), td). Parse td = (p, q). Compute N =
pq and ϕ(N) = (p−1)(q−1). Sample a← Z∗N and compute the (k, l, u)-
DIODON function with td (or precisely, ϕ(N)). If gcd(aid, ϕ(N)) ̸= 1,

resample a. Otherwise, set aux
∆
= a. Compute e, such that e · aid ≡ 1

mod ϕ(N). Sample y ← Z∗N and output (task, aux)
∆
= ((N, e, y), a);

• EvalSolve(pp, task, aux). Parse (kind, u) ∈ pp and (task, aux) = ((N, e, y),
a). Evaluate the (k, l, u)-DIODON function for aid′. Compute x′ = yaid

′

mod N and output solution
∆
= x′;

• Verify(pp, task, solution). Parse (kind, u) ∈ pp, (task, aux) = ((N, e, y), a),
and solution = x′. Output 1 if x′e = y mod N ; otherwise, output 0.

3.4 Efficiency and Security

We first estimate the lower bound of solving the RSA problem so that the
soundness parameter in the TG-PoW scheme, i.e., t(λ, c) in Definition 7,
is meaningful (as discussed in Remark 1). Considering the general number
field sieve algorithm [47], one of the fastest algorithms for factoring large
integers3, we have the following assumption.

3It is not clear if solving the RSA problem is as hard as factoring [11].
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Assumption 2 Let p,q be two prime numbers of length λ. Let N = pq and
ϕ(N) = (p − 1)(q − 1). Given a well-chosen instance of the RSA problem,

i.e., (N, e, y) where gcd(e, ϕ(N)) = 1 and y
$← Z∗N , for any algorithm A runs

in ω(2λ/c) time with c being a large enough coefficient, the following property
holds:

Pr[x′ ← A(N, e, y) : x′
e
= y mod N ] ≤ negl(λ).

Assumption 2 draws the line for soundness. Hence, we have a precise rela-
tion: T (λ, u)≪ 2λ/c so that the soundness of TG-PoW with such parameters
is achievable. With this in mind, the efficiency of the concrete constructions
(time-hard one as an example) is as follows.

• tdTaskGen samples two elements from Z∗N and computes the RSW time-
lock puzzle via asymmetrical evaluation. The cost is determined by two
exponentiation operations in Z∗N , hence, in Õ(λ);

• EvalSolve evaluates the RSW time-lock puzzle without the bypassing
key and computes the inversion of the RSA problem with a correspond-
ing trapdoor. The cost is determined by the RSW evaluation, which is
δ(u), hence, matching the designed resource demand.

• Verify checks the validity of inverting the RSA problem with one expo-
nentiation in Z∗N . Hence, the cost is Õ(λ).

Security Analysis In this section, we showcase the security proofs for
the time-hard TG-PoW construction. We first prove soundness and time-
hardness under Assumption 1 and Assumption 2c, respectively. Then, we
show difficulty as a derived property from soundness and hardness. The
security proof for memory-hard construction follows the same process with
only minor changes concerning the time-memory trade-off.

Theorem 1 Our time-hard TG-PoW in Construction 4 satisfies the follow-
ing properties:

• Correctness.

• Soundness under Assumption 2.

• Time-hardness under Assumption 1, following Lemma 1.

• Difficulty, by soundness and time-hardness.
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Proof 2 Correctness is obvious due to the construction. We prove sound-
ness, time-hardness, and difficulty as follows.

Soundness: The uniform sampling a
$← Z∗N ensures the uniformity of aid

and e that satisfy e · aid ≡ 1 mod ϕ(N). In order to break soundness, given
(N, e, y), the adversary should produce a valid aid′. However, by uniformity,
Pr[aid′ = aid] ≤ negl(λ). Moreover, as we bound the adversary’s run time by
2λ/c, it cannot invert (N, e, y) directly.

Time-hardness: Both hardness definitions enable the adversary to make
at most q queries to the hard function evaluation oracle. This approach cap-
tures the pre-processing procedure of the adversary learning polynomial many
(aux, aid) pairs from previous evaluations. In order to break time-hardness,
the adversary must produce a valid aid′ given a freshly generated aux∗. As
shown above, the uniformity of auxiliary ensures that aid′ being valid is neg-
ligible of λ. Moreover, by Lemma 1, the time-hardness of the RSW time-lock
puzzle ensures that the probability of the adversary obtaining a valid solution
with less than δ(u)1−ϵ is negligible of λ.

Difficulty: From soundness and time-hardness, we cannot directly yield
difficulty. This is because aux may leak information of aid, i.e., accelerating
the evaluation of the hard function. Hence, following [10], we consider the
unpredictability (min-entropy) of the RSW time-lock puzzle, which guaran-
tees that no adversary can guess any bits in aid from aux without performing
enough evaluation, i.e., less than δ(u)1−ϵ (captured by hardness). As sound-
ness already shows that no adversary can break the TG-PoW task by brute
force, we consider a reduction from difficulty to time-hardness with the fol-
lowing chain of games:

1. Game 0: The original difficulty game (Definition 10). The adversary
is given (task∗, aux∗) ← tdTaskGen(·) with the corresponding pp as the
inputs for its EvalSolve algorithm;

2. Game 1: We replace the challenge task task∗ with an arbitrary task
task;

3. Game 2: The original hardness game (Definition 8). The adversary is
only given aux∗.

Since reduction loss between each game is negligible of λ, difficulty holds as
long as hardness holds.
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3.5 Discussion

This chapter presents a PoW scheme under the assumption that task gen-
erator is trustworthy. Such an assumption will significantly prevent our
construction from being adopted in decentralized environments as the hash-
based PoW. Interestingly, this problem also burdens the existing deep learning-
based PoUW schemes, hence, being a part of our motivation for the next
result presented in Chapter 4. However, unlike our next result successfully
overcomes this drawback, we argue that until today, it is not easy to create
a distributed task generation protocol for our TG-PoW constructions. One
reason is that there is no simple distributed generation protocol for the RSA
problem.

Recall that our initial purpose is to investigate the original use case of
PoW schemes, i.e., a resource-demanding computation mechanism with pub-
lic and efficient verification. We argue that our TG-PoW constructions
(generic and concrete) satisfy this goal. Moreover, like the timed-release
symmetric key encryption scheme proposed in [48] using the RSW time-lock
puzzle, we observe that our generic construction is easy to transform into a
timed-release public key encryption scheme under slight modifications.
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Chapter 4

Blockchain from Deep Learning
Tasks

The starting point of this chapter [53] lies in an observation: Despite the
potential applications, research of deep learning-based proof-of-useful-work
(PoUW) severely lacks formality in syntax and security analysis. Our re-
sult overcomes these problems by proposing a generic and two concrete
blockchain protocols based on a novel distributed proof-of-deep-learning (D-
PoDL) scheme. Moreover, our protocols can be proven secure under robust
ledger properties (Definition 3 and 4, which further yields persistence and
liveness, i.e., the standard notion of consensus protocols.

4.1 Overview

Recently, Chenli et al. [17] propose a PoUW scheme that utilizes the training
process of deep learning tasks as useful work. To the best of our knowledge,
there are only a handful of papers targeting the same problem [5,16,17,38–40].
We show a brief analysis to them in the following.

4.1.1 Review of Existing Works

These projects all involve interactions between task publishers who oversee
the publication of deep learning tasks and miners who aim to solve these
tasks. In most cases, task publishers are restricted from participating as
miners due to limited computational power or security concern. An excep-
tion to this is Proof-of-Learning (PoLe) [38], which avoids this impractical
limitation by introducing secure mapping layers during model training. How-
ever, this approach hinders collaboration among miners, which goes against
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our objective. A typical deep learning task comprises several components: a
description of the task, a training dataset, a potential test dataset, and ac-
curacy target thresholds. In Proof-of-Deep-Learning (PoDL) [17], Li et al.’s
work [39], and PoLe [38], miners are required to train a model on the train-
ing dataset, and the model is verified according to the test dataset and test
accuracy. This approach relies on a strong synchronous network assumption,
where the task publisher needs to release the test dataset only after miners
have finished training their models. Without this synchronicity, an adver-
sary can train their model directly using the test dataset, undermining the
process.

DLchain [16] overcomes the strong synchronous assumption by removing
the test dataset-based verification. Instead, it focuses on improving training
accuracy. In order to verify a trained model efficiently, DLchain utilizes
a merkle-tree-based verification [18] to check training history. Moreover,
DLchain considers a similar goal to distribute PoDL, i.e., achieving better
accuracy distributively. They partially fulfill the goal with priorly determined
“short-term targets” which are accuracy targets below the threshold. Miners
can generate blocks once their models surpass a short-term accuracy target.
However, considering only training accuracy may result in overfitting, and
determined short-term targets can affect blockchain growth rate, which may
weaken the security of the protocol [26].

CoinAI [5] is a descriptive work that proposes an outline for designing a
deep learning-based PoUW and proof-of-storage scheme. The authors pro-
pose a “hash-to-architecture” mapping based on format context-free gram-
mar. It maps a hash value to an initial deep learning model concerning model
architectures, including hyper-parameters and initial learnable-parameters.
The hash-to-architecture technique is vital for security since it prevents min-
ers from grinding initial parameters. However, the security impacts are not
clarified due to the lack of formality in [5]. Instead of proposing a PoUW-
based blockchain protocol, Lihu et al. [16] aim at taking blockchain’s secu-
rity to enhance artificial intelligence systems. However, the protocol requires
a dedicated blockchain structure and suffers from complicated system de-
sign. For example, participants must select their role before execution, and a
unique type of participant called the supervisor needs to monitor all message
history during the execution. Thus, their work cannot be integrated into any
current blockchain-based protocols.

To sum up, none of these works can serve as a fully distributive deep learn-
ing task solver, which is more desirable in distributed environments. Another
crucial problem is the lack of proper security analysis of the blockchain pro-
tocol. For example, only DLchain [16] provides security proof against double-
spending attacks. However, a secure blockchain protocol should satisfy robust
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ledger properties, i.e., the chain growth, chain quality, and common prefix.
Therefore, our motivation for this chapter is to overcome the problems in
the deep learning-based PoUW schemes mentioned above, i.e., (1) to remove
strong or impractical assumptions; (2) to distribute the computation of deep
learning-based PoUW; (3) to provide concrete and thorough security analy-
sis for blockchain protocols based on our extended scheme. Next, we further
detail our result’s significance.

4.1.2 Our Approach and Contributions

This chapter proposes a distributed proof-of-deep-learning (D-PoDL) scheme
by extending deep learning-based PoUW schemes so that provers can work
collaboratively on given tasks. Note that the term “distributed” in D-PoDL
differs from distributed deep learning, i.e., we do not require provers to per-
form a single training course together but let them train atop published
pre-trained models.

Intuitively, D-PoDL provers train a model from a given deep learning
task as their useful work. We propose a “hash-training-hash” structure to
achieve adjustable difficulty while preventing provers from cherry-picking
initial parameters (grinding attack) and pre-computing task instances (pre-
computation resilience). As a result, the provers output a trained model with
the corresponding accuracy and step number for D-PoDL verifiers to check.
Another novelty of our scheme lies in how we handle intermediate models.
Throughout the chapter, an intermediate model, also called a pre-trained
model, is a model “somewhat” trained yet failing to meet a given accuracy
or security level. Instead of discarding such a model, we propose “model-
referencing” that enables any prover to reference the pre-trained model.
Hence, provers can start their training process atop the referenced model.
Moreover, a referenced model will be rewarded so that even if the prover
fails to meet the goals, it is incentivized to do more training iterations. We
emphasize that this approach forms the distributed training process among
provers, and such a design is never discussed in any previous work.

The second contribution is that we build a generic blockchain protocol
based on our proposed D-PoDL scheme. We clarify the roles of participants:
task publishers, miners, and external storage providers. Instead of assuming
task publishers’ inability to train models properly, we enable them to perform
as miners while preventing them from pre-computing deep learning tasks with
the hash-training-hash structure. Only Pole [38] shares the same property
by embedding secure mapping layers into its training algorithm. Moreover,
we make use of both training and test datasets. Concretely, miners (D-
PoDL provers) extend the blockchain with models that have better training
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accuracy. In order to mitigate the overfitting problem while avoiding the
strong synchronous network setting, we require miners to work on each deep
learning task for multiple time slots. Hence, task publishers can evaluate
the produced models with test dataset and select according to test accuracy.
Since the training process is publicly verifiable, task publishers cannot take
advantage by training directly on the test dataset. We will also discuss model
verification and storage issues in Section 4.2.3 and Section 4.3.1.

Furthermore, the generic D-PoDL-based blockchain protocol is capable
of two different chain selection rules: i.e., the conventional “longest-chain
rule” [26] and the “weight-based” framework [27, 33]. The former requires
honest miners to choose the longest branch as their chain whenever a fork
occurs. In contrast, the weight-based framework assigns blocks with weights
according to their quality. Hence, honest miners choose the branch with
higher accumulated weight as their chain. Although the longest-chain rule
can be considered a special case of the weight-based framework, we separate
them into two concrete protocols and prove the robust ledger properties for
each. Finally, we implement our D-PoDL scheme and compare it to existing
schemes.

Table 4.1 compares our result and related works. Note that we omit
CoinAI [5] due to its informality and Lihu et al.’s work [40] due to their
different research focus. We also include a recent result on stochastic lo-
cal search-based PoUW [23]. The difference between our result and the
PoUW [23] is that we leverage deep learning characteristics, e.g., verifiable
training steps and test datasets, and derive a simple yet versatile protocol
(i.e., proven secure under different chain selection rules).

Table 4.1: Comparison with Previous Works

Protocols Work Evaluation
Network

Synchronicity
Publisher
As Miner

Distributed
Task Solver

Formal
Security

Chenli et al. [17] Test accuracy Strong X X X

Lan et al. [38] Test accuracy Strong ✓1 X X
Li et al. [39] Training accuracy Bounded X X X

Chenli et al. [16] Training accuracy Bounded X △2 △3

Fitzi et al. [23] —4 Bounded ✓ ✓ ✓5

Our result Training and test Bounded ✓ ✓ ✓6

Notes: (1) By secure mapping layers; (2) By pre-determined short-term targets; (3)
Against double-spending attack; (4) Stochastic local search; (5) Under the longest-chain
rule [26]; (6) Against robust ledger properties under the longest-chain rule [26] and the
weight-based framework [27,33].
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4.1.3 Final Preparations

We finalize our overview by presenting our modification to the hash-to-
architecture mapping mechanism [5] and the concrete execution setting of
the blockchain protocol.

Hash-to-architecture mapping. The hash-to-architecture mapping mech-
anism from [5] is based on the formal context-free grammar and used to
establish a surjective function between a hash value and a proper deep learn-
ing architecture setup. Denote the original hash-to-architecture mapping
with HtoA∗, i.e., given a hash value h, HtoA∗(h) = (A(hpp), initLP) where
A(hpp) is the architecture A concerning hyper-parameters hpp, and initLP de-
notes the initial learnable parameters. Our modification, denoted by HtoA,
is to generate an additional random value from the hash, i.e., given a hash
value h = h1||h2 and a hash function Hash : {0, 1}∗ → {0, 1}λ, we extract
r = Hash(h2) and run HtoA∗(h1) = (A(hpp), initLP) so that the outputs of
HtoA(h) is (A(hpp), initLP, r).

Concrete execution settings. We present our D-PoDL-based blockchain
protocol settings as follows.

• Time and network: We assume the protocol execution proceeds in
rounds, which corresponds to the smallest unit of time of interest. The
network is synchronous with a known bounded delay δ time on the
delivery time, i.e., any message sent by an honest node in round r is
guaranteed to arrive at all honest nodes until round r + δ;

• Corruptions: We allow the adversary to corrupt up to β < 1
2
fraction of

nodes before each round, i.e., a corrupted node is under the adversary’s
complete control from the round. We also assume the adversary is rush-
ing, i.e., it receives honest users’ messages first and decides the order
of message delivery or whether to inject messages for each recipient.

4.2 The D-PoDL Scheme

As an extension to deep learning-based PoUW schemes, our D-PoDL scheme
provides an interface for its provers to solve a deep learning task together.
Like PoUW, a D-PoDL scheme involves two types of participants: provers
and verifiers. On a given deep learning task, a prover intends to output
a trained model, and claims the corresponding training accuracy and step
number. Whereas, a verifier checks if the model matches the prover’s claims
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and responds accordingly. This section presents the D-PoDL scheme in terms
of requirements and syntax. We focus on a setting where provers work on
a priorly given deep learning task with a designed target threshold. We
clarify that the scheme focuses on solving the task and verifying the model.
Discussions about task selection, block generation, and blockchain dynamics
can be found in the protocol description in later sections, i.e., Section 4.3
and Section 4.4.

Additional requirements for D-PoDL. A D-PoDL scheme should sat-
isfy the requirements given in Section 2.2.1 and follow the same security re-
quirements [23] as the PoUW, i.e., no-grinding, pre-computation resilience,
and adjustable difficulty. Here, we list the informal requirements as follows.

• (1a) No-grinding: The adversary cannot cherry-pick hyper-parameters
to gain training advantages, i.e., less training steps with higher accu-
racy;

• (1b) Pre-computation resilience: The adversary cannot manufacture
problem instances to train the model faster;

• (1c) Adjustable difficulty: The block difficulty (measured by training
accuracy) can be adjusted to the computing power of the network;

• (2a) Efficient verification: The running time of the verification algo-
rithm should be at most poly-logarithm of provers’ training time;

• (2b) Measurable usefulness: The usefulness of a training process can
be quantified and compared to each other.

4.2.1 Design Overview

Along with the two processes in a D-PoDL scheme, i.e., solving a deep learn-
ing task and verifying the correctness of the solution, we propose a novel
“hash-training-hash” structure for the solving process and utilize a widely
used merkle-tree-based verification procedure [18] as a black-box for the ver-
ification process. Additionally, we propose a weighting algorithm to evaluate
a weight function that quantifies a solution’s usefulness. We describe the
“hash-training-hash” structure briefly in this section. More details of our
design choices can be found after the formal definition.

Intuitively, on a given deep learning task, we enable provers to initial-
ize its solving algorithm with either a fresh or a pre-trained model from
any prover, i.e., for “model-referencing”. The first hash requires provers to
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perform a proof-of-work (PoW) with threshold T1, i.e., a prover needs to
find a nonce such that the hash value of the previous block, potentially a
pre-trained model and the nonce is less than T1. If the hash value passes
the PoW check (less than T1), the prover can map the hash value to an ar-
chitecture with respect to hyper-parameters, (initial) learnable-parameters
and a random seed with our modified hash-to-architecture algorithm. As
introduced in Section 4.1.3, the architecture (with hyper-parameters) and
learnable-parameters determine a deep learning model. The prover trains the
model by updating learnable-parameters iteratively. The post-hash checks
the output model against threshold T2 to decide if the models are eligible for
publishing. If the post-hash fails, the prover can return to the pre-hash or
training process. The prover must perform more training iterations in both
cases to generate a valid model.

4.2.2 Formal Syntax and Construction

AD-PoDL scheme involves a tuple of algorithms (Setup, Solve,Verify,Weight).
Setup extracts a training dataset and a designed target threshold from a
deep learning task. Solve consists of three sub-algorithms PreHash, Train,
and PostHash. In general, PreHash determines the initial model, including
its architecture, hyper-parameters, learnable-parameters, and a random seed.
Train casts the training process and outputs a model with the correspond-
ing accuracy and step number. Note that we do NOT restrict the training
algorithm to provide generality for our design. Instead, as we will show in
Section 4.4.1, we model it with an oracle due to its stochastic nature and
model provers’ computing power by their capability of oracle queries. Next,
due to security concerns, PostHash returns a bit according to a hash proof.
Verify verifies the trained model’s validity concerning accuracy. Weight is
available to both provers and verifiers, and it evaluates a weight function
w : acc × Tacc → R, which maps the model’s accuracy and a priorly de-
cided target threshold to a real value. We present the formal syntax and
construction of the D-PoDL scheme as follows.

Construction 6 (D-PoDL Scheme) Given the hash-to-architecture algo-
rithm HtoA(·) from Section 4.1.3 and the weight function w : acc×Tacc → R,
the tuple algorithm of a D-PoDL scheme (Setup, Solve,Verify,Weight) works
as follows:

• Setup(1λ, task) takes as input the security parameter λ and the descrip-
tion of a deep learning task task from the task publisher. Setup extracts
the public parameter pp and a pair of threshold (T1, T2) for security con-
cerns from the system. It parses the task with a training dataset D and
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a target threshold Tacc. Setup outputs (pp, T1, T2,D, Tacc). We omit pp
later for simplicity;

• Solve((T1, prevBK, refM), (D, Tacc), T2). We divide Solve into three algo-
rithms: (PreHash,Train,PostHash).

– PreHash(T1, prevBK, refM) takes as input T1, a previous block prevBK
and potentially a pre-trained model refM. It samples nonce such
that Hash(prevBK, refM, nonce) = h1 ≤ T1. If refM =⊥, PreHash
runs HtoA(h1) = (A(hpp), lp, r) where A(hpp) denotes the archi-
tecture, lp is the learnable-parameters, and r is the random seed. It
sets initM = (A(hpp), lp); Otherwise, It parses refM = (A(hppref), lpref)
and sets initM ∈ {refM, (A(hpp), lp)}. Then, PreHash returns (nonce,
initM, r);

– Train(D, Tacc, initM, r) takes as input the training dataset D, a tar-
get threshold Tacc, a initial model initM and a random seed r.
It parses initM = (A(hpp), lp) and trains the model by updating
learnable-parameters iteratively. Train returns M = (A(hpp), lp∗),
the corresponding training accuracy acc ∈ [0, 1], step number S

and a list of checkpoints CPs
∆
= {(Mi, acci, Si)} where each entry

denotes an intermediate result of the training process;

– PostHash(T2,M, acc, S) takes as input T2 and a model M with
the corresponding accuracy acc and step number S. It computes
Hash(M, acc, S) = h2. If h2 ≤ T2, PostHash returns 1; Otherwise,
it returns 0.

Finally, Solve outputs ((refM, nonce, initM, r), (M, acc, S), b) where b ∈
{0, 1};

• Verify((T1, prevBK, refM, nonce, initM, r), (D, Tacc,M, acc, S,CPs), (T2, b))
checks:

– If Hash(prevBK, refM, nonce) = h1 ≤ T1 and if initM is derived
correctly from refM;

– If M is trained correctly from initM with Train according to (S,CPs)
and if the corresponding accuracy acc′ = acc;

– Compute PostHash(T2,M, acc, S) = b′ and check if b′ = b.

If the situations above are satisfied, Verify outputs 1; Otherwise, it out-
puts 0.

• Weight(acc, Tacc) evaluates the weight function w and outputs w ∈ R.
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4.2.3 Design Choices Explanation

Here, we explain our construction choices with respect to the requirements.

Setting up initial models with pre-hash. There are countless different
architectures in deep learning, each with its characteristics and limitations.
After selecting an appropriate architecture A, provers need to choose hyper-
parameters and initial learnable-parameters for the model, which may affect
the speed and quality of the training process. Usually, hyper-parameters are
not learnable, so provers must go through random sampling before obtaining
a good set of hyper-parameters. However, we may open a gate for grinding
attacks (Requirement 1a) if we offer provers the ability to choose hyper-
parameters and initial learnable-parameters. An adversary may outperform
honest users’ training speed and quality by cherry-picking.

In order to mitigate this problem, we adopt the same approach as in
Ofelimos [23]. Concretely, we rely on a PoW scheme with threshold T1, which
requires provers to sample a nonce nonce randomly and compute the hash of
the previous block (prevBK), potentially a pre-trained model refM with the
nonce such that Hash(prevBK, refM, nonce) = h1 ≤ T1. The hash function’s
uniformity prevents provers from grinding hyper-parameters and learnable-
parameters. Note that our T1 should not be as hard as a stand-alone PoW,
e.g., the one in the Bitcoin system, because we intend to encourage provers
to train models instead of solving PoW. Finally, if refM is empty, the prover
needs to generate an initial model with HtoA(h1) = (A(hpp), lp, r) such that
initM = (A(hpp), lp); Otherwise, the prover can either refer to the pre-trained
model refM = (A(hppref), lpref) or use the freshly generated hyper-parameters
and the pre-trained learnable-parameters (A(hpp), lpref) as its initial model.
In this case, the pre-hash enforces provers to establish links from their model
to previous blocks and the referenced models. Such links are crucial to the
security of model-referencing.

Model-referencing and pre-computation resilience. An initial model
can be sampled from HtoA or from a pre-trained model refM. The purpose
of taking as input a pre-trained model is to enable provers to work atop any
valid but not-good-enough model. Hence, we prevent their computing power
from being wasted and form a distributed solver for given deep learning tasks.
However, starting from a pre-trained model can shorten the prover’s training
iteration because these models may be only a few steps from reaching the
accuracy target threshold. For example, an adversary may steal an honest
prover’s outputs (M0, acc0, S0) and produce a new model MA with accuracy
accA ≥ Tacc ≥ acc0 and a claimed step number SA. Such an attack vio-
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lates pre-computation resilience (Requirement 1b) because the adversary
achieves better accuracy while performing only (SA − S0) training steps.

In order to tackle this problem, we design a novel mechanism called
“model-referencing”. We require provers to make references if their models
are trained based on another model. Otherwise, their models are regarded
as invalid. The reference is (prevBK, refM, nonce), which can be publicly ver-
ified with Hash(prevBK, refM, nonce) ≤ T1. Hence, model-referencing enables
provers to train each others’ models together for the same goal (surpassing
the target threshold and post-hash check threshold) while preventing them
from stealing others’ models (by discarding those “use-without-reference”
models). Furthermore, the provers should only reference the latest models,
i.e., if two pre-trained models share the same setup, provers should reference
the model with higher accuracy and step number. With this setting, we also
prevent provers from flooding the system with too many pre-trained mod-
els. Therefore, the mechanism inherently forms an additional “link” (like the
hash link between blocks) that connects models, i.e., a valid block must be
linked to a previous block and a previous model. More details can be found
in Section 4.3.1.

Adjusting computation with post-hash. One argument concerning the
adjustable difficulty (Requirement 1c) is that training a model so that its
accuracy surpasses the target threshold Tacc should be harder than finding a
nonce to meet the PoW puzzle with threshold T1. Otherwise, the computa-
tional difficulty is determined by the PoW rather than the training process,
which violates the usefulness of our scheme. Hence, we propose a solution
based on [9]’s approach, which requires the provers to perform one “post-
hash” against a threshold T2 to decide if their models are eligible for publish-
ing. If a model fails the post-hash, the prover must revert to the pre-hash
or training process. The threshold T2 guarantees the overall security and
usefulness level for our scheme, e.g., to preserve the 10 minutes interval for
block generation while enforcing provers’ computation focus on model train-
ing instead of PoW. We will show the impact of the post-hash algorithm
during our implementation of the D-PoDL scheme in Section 4.5.

Model verification. In order to verify the outputs of a prover, a verifier
needs to check three conditions: (1) If the nonce satisfies the PoW check
with threshold T1; (2) If the model has the claimed accuracy; (3) If the post-
hash outputs a correct bit. In this section, we focus on verifying the model
and its accuracy. A naive approach is to check the prover’s model with the
given training dataset. However, it takes as many iterations as the training
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algorithm, which violates the efficiency requirement (Requirement 2a).
We solve this problem by adopting the widely used merkle-tree-based

verification [18] as a black box. This approach is also mentioned in the pre-
vious work [16]. Namely, provers are required to include several intermediate
results as checkpoints into their training outputs and build a merkle-tree
accordingly. Hence, verifiers only need to check the validity of these check-
points. Given n checkpoints, the time complexity for verifiers can be reduced
to O(polylog(n)) at the cost of provers’ space complexity being O(poly(n)).
Moreover, there is a trivial trade-off between the interval of two checkpoints
and the granularity of the check. As pointed out by [16], the interval setting
can be left to users in real-life applications and adjusted according to accu-
racy thresholds. However, since each checkpoint has the size of a model, we
explain this in Section 4.3.1 with respect to external storage providers.

Measuring usefulness. The D-PoDL scheme focuses on improving the
models’ training accuracy, whereas, the test accuracy is left for the protocol.
Except for the conventional longest-chain-based blockchain protocols [26], we
intend to build our D-PoDL scheme under a weight-based framework by [33].
In such a setting, blocks are assigned with weight, and the chain is selected
based on the accumulated weight. We argue that the weight-based approach
is natural for the D-PoDL scheme because accuracy can be regarded as a
quantified measurement for usefulness (Requirement 2b). Moreover, we
can generalize the weight-based approach to arbitrary PoUW schemes as
long as their usefulness is measurable.

4.3 D-PoDL-Based Blockchain Protocols

This section describes the transformation from our D-PoDL scheme to D-
PoDL-based blockchain protocols. As mentioned in the execution model
from Section 4.1.3, our protocol proceeds in rounds. Honest users may share
a slightly different view of the round number. We further divide our protocol
execution into time slots. Each time slot is associated with a deep learning
task, and the time slot ends when a validly generated block is added to the
blockchain. Thus, a time slot may include multiple rounds. Considering
the workflow within a time slot, we propose a generic D-PoDL blockchain
protocol design as in Figure 4.1. Then, two concrete protocols are derived
from the generic design by instantiating the chain selection rule with the
longest-chain rule [26] and the weight-based framework [33]. Finally, we
discuss the incentive model of our protocols.
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Figure 4.1: Design of our Generic D-PoDL Blockchain Protocol

4.3.1 Generic Protocol Workflow

The generic blockchain protocol involves three types of participants: task
publishers, miners, and external storage providers. Task publishers handle
deep learning tasks. Each task is associated with a dataset and desired
accuracy thresholds. Task publishers first split the dataset into a training
dataset and a test dataset. They publish the task description, the train-
ing dataset, and the corresponding desired training accuracy as the target
threshold. Miners perform the protocol by generating and verifying blocks
according to the D-PoDL scheme’s instructions. Concerning the size of deep
learning models and checkpoints (which are the same size as models), we
employ the approach from [16] to prevent storage overhead, i.e., embedding
only a downloadable link within the block and relying on external storage to
store the whole model and checkpoints.

Task publication. We start our generic D-PoDL blockchain protocol from
the task publication mechanism. In order to keep the task publication as
generic as possible, we consider a situation in which these publishers form a
network to publish and decide the order of tasks. They aim to organize a
distributed solver for deep learning tasks and can be benefited from receiving
the solutions. The only requirement is that the outputs of the publisher
network should be an ordered list of deep learning tasks. We denote the
output as {taski}i∈[n] where taski spans over a period of ℓi time slots in
Ti = {ti,j}j∈[ℓi].

Note that we do NOT separate task publishers from miners, i.e., a task
publisher can participate in the protocol as a miner and gain mining re-
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wards. We argue that the task publisher cannot pre-compute the task to
gain advantages over regular miners due to the pre-hash algorithm and the
model-referencing mechanism. Without loss generality, let the current time
slot be tp,q, we consider an adversarial publisher who intends to pre-compute
deep learning task taski where i > p, q ∈ [ℓp]. Since i > p, without pre-trained
models, the publisher has to train an initial model generated from HtoA, i.e.,
to find nonce such that Hash(prevBK, nonce) = h1 ≤ T1 where prevBK asso-
ciates with slot ti−1,ℓi−1−1 ∈ Ti−1 and compute initM from HtoA(h1). To find
such a nonce requires the publisher to either predict the block in the future
or find a collision in the hash function. Since the probabilities of both cases
are negligible, the publisher cannot produce a trained or pre-trained model
to pass the D-PoDL scheme’s verification by pre-computing taskk.

Execution of D-PoDL scheme. Now, we consider a deep learning task
taski given to miners in time slot ti,j where j ∈ [ℓi]. Each miner runs as
a prover of the D-PoDL scheme. The Setup algorithm first extracts pub-
lic parameters, a training dataset, and thresholds (T1, T2, Tacc). The miner
then finds a nonce and initializes initM with PreHash; It runs the training
course on the initial model with the randomness r to obtain a model M, the
corresponding accuracy acc and step number S; PostHash tests the model
according to T2 and outputs a bit b. The miner outputs a tuple, including
potentially a pre-trained model as the reference, a nonce, an initial model, a
random training seed, a trained model with the corresponding accuracy and
step number, and a post-hash check bit.

According to the post-hash check, the miner decides if its model is eligi-
ble for publishing. Moreover, for generality, we introduce a relation between
the model accuracy and the target threshold as R(acc, Tacc), which will be
instantiated in concrete protocols. Hence, when b = 1∧R(acc, Tacc) = 1, the
miner collects transactions from the mempool as in conventional blockchain
protocols and generates a block candidate embedding the obtained model M;
Otherwise, the miner generates a special model-transaction mtx for model-
referencing, which contains the outputs of the Solve algorithm, i.e., mtx =
(prevBK, (refM, nonce, initM, r), (D, Tacc,M, acc, S,CPs), 1). mtx is published
into the mempool as ordinary transactions. Any miner can reference the
model M in the model-transaction mtx by including mtx in the miner’s
newly found block or model-transaction. That is, the miner takes as in-
put refM′ = M for its Solve algorithm. Note that different miners can refer
to the same model-transaction. We do not count this as “double-spending”
since no ordinary (money-used) transaction is involved. Newly trained mod-
els still need to compete for acceptance. Moreover, miners can reference
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model-transactions recursively, i.e., generating a model-transaction mtx′ with
higher accuracy from mtx is acceptable. The only restriction here is that min-
ers must reference the latest model-transaction, which embeds a pre-trained
model with the highest accuracy observed so far. This prevents the adversary
from releasing a large amount of model-transaction to DoS attack [44] the
network.

Cross time slot attacks and restrictions on step number. We leave
block selection (with respect to forks) to concrete protocols in Section 4.3.2.
Here, we consider the whole period (a span of time slots) associated with a
deep learning task. Once the blockchain gets updated, miners proceed to the
next time slot. A task can span over multiple time slots so that the publisher
network can check each selected model with the corresponding test dataset.
This approach is to mitigate the trend toward overfitting models since miners
are given only training datasets to overcome the strong synchronous network
assumption.

However, this approach allows adversaries to reference models generated
in different time slots from the block they extend. Given a fragment of the
blockchain that associates with a deep learning task, we illustrate two attack
strategies in Figure 4.2a and 4.2b. Note that the adversary can also reference
models embedded in blocks. We use model-transactions here for generality.

Model-referencing

BKadv
Extending

mtx

BKi+j+1BKi+jBKi+1BKi ...

(a) The adversary intends to extend
block bki+j by referencing an mtx that
links to block bki.

BKadv

BKi+j+1BKi+jBKi+1BKi

Model-referencing

Extending
mtx

...

(b) The adversary intends to extend
block bki by referencing a model-
transaction mtx that links to block
bki+j .

Figure 4.2: Intuition of Cross Time Slot Attacks

The first attack enables the adversary to extend the blockchain with fewer
training steps while not violating model-referencing requirements. In the
second attack, the adversary can produce a model with higher accuracy or
weight using new information, e.g., the model in mtx of Figure 4.2b. This at-
tack may subvert blockchain history if the adversary produces enough blocks
to compete with the selected chain.

In order to tackle these problems, we restrict the training step number
in published blocks. We introduce a lower bound of acceptable step number
as smin to control the selected blocks’ step number during the period of a
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given task task. Denote the period with T = {ti}i∈[ℓ], and for each i ∈
[ℓ], we denote the selected model (in a block on the chain) with Mi ∈ bki
and the model’s corresponding step number with Si. Now, consider a block
candidate bk embedding Mbk trying to extend bkn with n ∈ [ℓ − 1]. Let
M = (M′j)j∈[k] be Mbk’s recursively referenced model list. Each of these
models is either embedded in a block or a model transaction that extends
some blocks on the blockchain. Without loss of generality, we assume the
first block being extended by one of these models in the period to be bkm
where m ∈ [ℓ− 1],m ≤ n. The restriction on Mbk’s step number Sbk is:

k−1∑
j=0

S ′j + Sbk ≥
n−1∑
i=m

Si + smin. (4.1)

Intuitively, the restriction requires that a newly generated block and its
referred models have no less training steps than the steps on the main
blockchain. It is reasonable in the sense that we require not only the ac-
curacy of models/blocks, but also miners donating enough computing power
(training steps). Moreover, our D-PoDL scheme enables us to leverage steps
in model verification. The goal is to stabilize the block generation rate, and
we will discuss this later in Section 4.4.2. Finally, miners repeat the above
process when the publisher network proceeds to a new task.

4.3.2 Concrete Protocols

In this section, we instantiate the chain selection rule with the longest-chain
rule from [26] and the weight-based framework from [33].

Longest-chain-based D-PoDL blockchain. First, in the longest-chain-
based protocol, we clarify the relation introduced above as: R(acc, Tacc) = 1
if acc ≥ Tacc. Hence, a model is eligible to be published as a block if b =
1 ∧ acc ≥ Tacc. Otherwise, i.e., acc < Tacc, the model can be embedded in
a model-transaction mtx and published to the mempool; if b = 0, the miner
must continue training the model or resample the nonce for another initial
model to be trained. By the longest-chain rule, miners of each time slot add
blocks to the end of the longest blockchain they have observed and broadcast
the chain to the network. Later, we will show that forks of the same length
as the main chain can exist only with negligible probability by proving the
robust ledger properties [26] for our longest-chain-based protocol.

Weighted-based D-PoDL blockchain. In the weight-based protocol,
R(acc, Tacc) = 1 for any pair of (acc, Tacc). The situation indicates that a
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miner can generate a block even if its deep learning model fails to surpass
the target threshold. However, the number of blocks produced in a time slot
can be overwhelming without proper filtering. Therefore, Kamp et al. [33]
introduce a weight function to quantify the quality of blocks so that min-
ers only choose the blockchain with the highest (accumulated) weight. Our
weight function evaluates the embedded model according to (acc, Tacc) with
the Weight algorithm. Instead of showing specific constructions, we will in-
troduce two crucial properties for proving the security of the weight-based
D-PoDL blockchain in the next section. With these properties, we show
that forks with comparable weights as the main chain can only exist with
negligible probability by proving the weight-based variant of robust ledger
properties [33] for our weight-based protocol.

Discussion: Incentive models. The incentive model is crucial to a prac-
tical protocol. We aim to reward miners according to their useful compu-
tation, i.e., training iterations. Moreover, our protocol differs from previ-
ous works in that miners can reference model-transactions to generate an-
other model-transaction, or a block, without training models from the sketch.
Models in model-transactions may have inferior accuracy. However, they are
crucial in forming the distributed deep learning task solver. Hence, in or-
der to incentivize miners to produce models, we reward not only the miners
who produce selected blocks but also the model-transactions referenced by
selected blocks. The rewards are given according to the model accuracy
and the step number. For example, let M be the selected model, which is
trained for S steps. Furthermore, let its recursively referenced models set
be M = {Mj}j∈[k], and each j ∈ [k], Mj is trained for Sj steps. Hence,
M’s miner receives S/(

∑
Sj +S) fraction of the total rewards, and each Mj’s

miner receives Sj/(
∑

Sj+S) of the total rewards. Finally, we want to clarify
that incentive models may affect the assumptions on honest miners’ fraction,
which will further affect chain growth for robust ledgers [3]. However, we
assume honest miners’ fractions directly. Hence, the incentive model in this
section will not change our security proofs.

4.4 Security Analysis

Our security analysis focuses on the period of one single deep learning task
because switching to a new task can be regarded as a mining difficulty
shift in the PoW-based protocols. However, extending the result to the
whole blockchain is easy if we assume the difficulty, represented by the ac-
curacy target threshold, is stable across different tasks. To clarify, the terms
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“model-transaction” and “block” refer to the model embedded in the model-
transaction or block.

Robust ledger properties. In this section, we focus on proving the robust
ledger properties, i.e., the chain growth, chain quality, and common prefix,
for our concrete protocols. Recall the definitions from Chapter 2. We unify
them as follows.

Definition 13 ((Weight-Based) Robust Ledger Properties) The three
aspects are defined as follows.

• Chain growth: For any honest miner with chain chain at a round, the
chain growth with parameter τ ∈ (0, 1] and s ∈ N states that for any
portion of chain spanning s consecutive rounds, the number of blocks
appearing in this portion is at least τ · s (the accumulated weights
W(chain2) ≥ W(chain1) + τs);

• Existential chain quality: For any honest miner with chain chain at a
round, the existential chain quality with parameter s ∈ N states that
for any portion of chain spanning s consecutive rounds, at least one
honestly-generated block appears in this portion (the fraction of honest
blocks’ weights is at least µ;);

• Common prefix: For any two honest miners with chains chain1, chain2
at round r1, r2 respectively, where r1 ≤ r2, the common prefix with
parameter s ∈ N indicates that chain1 should be a prefix of chain2 after
removing the last s blocks.

4.4.1 The Training Oracle

Our first step models the combination of training and post-hash process with
a training oracle. Following [33]’s approach, we assume protocol participants
can make at most one query to the training oracle in each round. This
assumption is reasonable because a round is the smallest unit of time of
interest in our protocol and corresponds to the time for evaluating the hash
function over one training iteration on one miner’s computing device. For
a real-world miner with the computing power of more than one device, we
model it as a collection of “one-query-per-round” participants.

In each round, a miner queries the oracle OTrain with (Mpre, accpre, S; r)
where Mpre denotes the pre-query model, accpre and S denotes the corre-
sponding training accuracy and step number, and r denotes the random
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seed for training. The oracle OTrain first verifies the queried model and re-
turns ⊥ if the model is invalid. Otherwise, OTrain performs one training
iteration with r to obtain (Mafter, accafter, S+1) where Mafter and accafter de-
note the model and training accuracy after query, respectively. It samples
a random value h2 ← {0, 1}λ uniformly, where λ is the security parame-
ter that indicates the length of the hash function output. OTrain returns
(Mafter, accafter, S+1, h2). Moreover, regarding queries with different random
seeds (r) as different queries, OTrain keeps a list of performed queries and
replies to former queries according to the list.

The uniqueness of our model is that OTrain performs one training iteration
before sampling the random value. A query is said to be successful only if the
output model satisfies: h2 ≤ T2∧R(accafter, Tacc) = 1. Since h2’s distribution
is defined to be uniform, we now consider the distribution of the output
accuracy accafter. Note that training accuracy usually grows faster before
achieving a certain value. Like in [16], we name this value difficulty threshold,
denoted by Dacc. Our model focuses on the training process after such a
threshold. The reason is that, as explained in [7], increasing the training
accuracy requires stochastic/random search after this threshold. Hence, we
assume that if accpre ≥ Dacc, accafter follows an arbitrary distribution D over

{acc : acc ≥ Dacc} such that f1
∆
= Pr[accafter ≥ Tacc|accpre ≥ Dacc], e.g.,

when D is uniform, f1 = 1−Tacc

1−Dacc
. Otherwise, i.e., accpre < Dacc, we assume

accafter increase be monotonically but unlikely to surpass Tacc, i.e., less than
ϵ, negligible of the security parameter λ. Therefore, we argue that the overall
probability is Pr[accafter ≥ Tacc] ≥ 1

2
f1 because the number of training steps

before reaching the difficulty threshold is much less than the step number
afterward. The training oracle goes as follows.

Training Oracle OTrain

Let task be a deep learning task with dataset D and accuracy target
threshold Tacc. The oracle OTrain keeps a list L with performed queries.
On a query (Mpre, accpre, S; r) from a miner in a round:

• If (Mpre, accpre, S; r) is invalid, i.e., Mpre has unmatched accuracy
or step number, return ⊥;

• If (Mpre, accpre, S; r) ∈ L, return the reply entry (Mafter, accafter,
S+1) according to the list L;

• Otherwise, run one training step Train(D, Tacc,Mpre, r)→ (Mafter,
accafter, S+1) and sample h2 ← {0, 1}λ uniformly at random.
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Add ((Mpre, accpre, S; r), (Mafter, accafter, S+1, h2)) to L and return
(Mafter, accafter, S+1, h2) to the miner.

We assume the distribution of accafter following the distribution D over
{acc : acc ≥ Dacc} such that Pr[accafter ≥ Tacc|accpre ≥ Dacc] = f1, and
Pr[accafter ≥ Tacc|accpre < Dacc] = ϵ where ϵ is negligible of the security
parameter λ.

4.4.2 Proving Ledger Properties

Consider the situation in which a deep learning task taski spans over time
slots Ti = {ti,j}j∈[ℓ]. We omit i in the following for simplicity. The hash
function in the PreHash algorithm guarantees that a new block is never added
between two existing blocks (insertions), the same block never occurs in two
different positions (copies), and a block never extends a block that will be
mined in later time slots (predictions).

The longest-chain-based protocol. A miner who outputs a block in
slot tj that meets the post-hash check, target accuracy, and step restriction
has to perform at least Sj training steps, which is equivalent to Sj queries
to OTrain. As miners, honest or adversarial, are bounded by the number
of queries they can make in each round, they cannot generate too many
blocks in any polynomial many consecutive rounds within the period T of
taski. Simultaneously, miners cannot generate too few blocks because the
probability of at least one honest miner outputting a block is lower bounded
by the success rate of the oracle.

Like [26], we define typical execution for the situation in which miners
generate not too many nor too few blocks in polynomial many consecutive
rounds of protocol execution. First, we consider three Boolean random vari-
ables Xr, Yr, Zrpq. If at round r an honest miner obtains an output from
the oracle OTrain that satisfies h2 ≤ T2 ∧ R(accafter, Tacc) = 1, then Xr = 1,
otherwise Xr = 0. If at round r exactly one honest miner obtains such
an output, then Yr = 1, otherwise Yr = 0. For the adversary, if at round
r, the p-th corrupted miner’s q-th query to the oracle OTrain obtains such
an output, then Zrpq = 1, otherwise Zrpq = 0. Hence, we define a vari-
able Zr =

∑
p

∑
q Zrpq. For a set X of k consecutive rounds, we define

X(X ) =
∑

r∈X Xr, Y (X ) =
∑

r∈X Yr, Z(X ) =
∑

r∈X Zr.

Definition 14 ((ϵ, k)-typical execution) Let ϵ ∈ (0, 1) and k ∈ N, an
execution is (ϵ, k)-typical if for any set X of at least k consecutive rounds
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within the period of a deep learning task, the following holds:

• (1− ϵ)E[X(X )] < X(X ) < (1 + ϵ)E[X(X )], (1− ϵ)E[Y (X )] < Y (X );

• Z(X ) < E[S(X )] + ϵE[X(X )].

Theorem 2 Assume the training oracle and at most β < 1
2
corrupted min-

ers each round, the longest-chain-based D-PoDL blockchain protocol satisfies
the robust ledger properties (Definition 3).

Proof 3 We first prove the following lemma.

Lemma 3 An execution is (ϵ, k)-typical with probability 1−e−Ω(ϵ2kp) where p
is the probability of at least one honest miner obtaining a model that satisfies
h2 ≤ T2 ∧ acc ≥ Tacc.

Let accafter be the input accuracy to OTrain and Dacc be the difficulty thresh-
old, according to our oracle description, the probability of the output accuracy
accafter surpassing the target threshold Tacc in a query reply is:

Pr[accafter ≥ Tacc] = Pr[accafter ≥Tacc ∧ accpre ≥ Dacc]

+ Pr[accafter ≥ Tacc ∧ accpre < Dacc]

≥ Pr[accafter ≥Tacc|accpre ≥ Dacc] · Pr[accpre ≥ Dacc]

= f1 · Pr[accpre ≥ Dacc],

For a query, we have Pr[accpre ≥ Dacc] ≥ 1/2, as we assumed training steps
before reaching Dacc, which is less than the step number afterward. Thus, a
miner who makes at least one query to OTrain in a round obtains accafter ≥ Tacc

from OTrain with probability at least 1
2
· f1.

Let f2 be the probability of at least one honest miner obtaining an h2 from
the training oracle OTrain that satisfies h2 ≤ T2 in a round. Because the output
of the training algorithm is independent to the hash function, the probability
of at least one honest miner obtaining a tuple (Mafter, accafter, S+1, h2) that
satisfies h2 ≤ T2∧ accafter ≥ Tacc should be at least p ≥ 1

2
· f1 · f2 (and at most

p ≤ f2).
Next, we analyze the probability of execution being typical. Note that the

training oracle OTrain takes queries with different training random seeds (r)
as different queries. Moreover, a hash function, modeled as a random oracle,
generates such random seeds in the pre-hash PreHash algorithm. Hence, the
probability of two honest parties querying OTrain with the same input in poly-
nomial many rounds of execution is negligible of the security parameter λ.
Such property enables us to condition the probability space on the event that
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no two honest parties query OTrain with the same input in a polynomial many
rounds of execution. In this space, the random variables Xr (and similarly
Yr and Zrpq) are independent Bernoulli trials where each trail is successful
with probability Θ(p) (as analyzed above). Hence, by the Chernoff bound, we

prove the probability of an (ϵ, k)-typical execution is 1− e−Ω(ϵ
2kp).

Directly from [26], we have the following lemma that parameterizes the
chain growth, existential chain quality, and common prefix in a typical exe-
cution.

Lemma 4 In an (ϵ, k)-typical execution, the chain growth property holds for
parameter τ = (1−ϵ)p and s ≥ k, the existential chain quality property holds
for parameter s ≥ 2kp, and the common prefix property hold for parameter
s ≥ 2kp.

Finally, by Lemma 3, we choose k = Ω(log2 λ) so that an execution fails
to be typical with negligible probability of the security parameter λ. Therefore,
we prove Theorem 2 with the parameters following Lemma 4.

The weight-based protocol. One concern is that selecting models with
inferior accuracy may accelerate the block generation rate because training
such models requires fewer steps in each time slot. The block may not be
adequately propagated to all honest miners before the next block is gen-
erated. To prevent so, we require the weight function to be appropriately
bounded (with isolated-lower-bounds and upper-bounds, definitions can be
found in [33]) so that the low block weight indicates low model accuracy
and the low accuracy models are hard to be selected according to the weight
function. Like the typical execution, we adopt model isolation (Definition 15)
from [33] for the situation in which the round gap between any two models
with sufficient accuracy is longer than the unknown network delay. Under
the properly bounded weight functions, we further argue that our model-
referencing mechanism cannot break model isolation. A miner has to perform
enough training steps so that the total step number of its model, including all
the referenced models, is no less than the total steps of the selected models
(Restriction). Hence, the model-referencing mechanism offers no advantage
to the miner in generating a model faster. Finally, we conclude the following
theorem for the weight-based protocol.

Definition 15 (acc-Isolation) Let M be the model embedded in the block
mined in round r within the period of a deep learning task. M is left-isolated
if M is generated by an honest miner, accM ≥ acc, and there is no block on
the left embedding a model with accuracy higher than acc in rounds [r−∆, r]
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where ∆ is the unknown network delay. M is isolated if M is generated by
an honest miner, accM ≥ acc, and there is no block embedding a model with
accuracy higher than acc in rounds [r −∆, r +∆].

Theorem 3 Assume the training oracle and at most β < 1
2
corrupted min-

ers each round, the weight-based D-PoDL blockchain protocol satisfies the
weight-based robust ledger properties (Definition 4) if the weight function is
isolated-lower-bounded and upper-bounded.

Proof 4 It has been proven that a secure longest-chain-based blockchain pro-
tocol can be transformed into a secure weight-based protocol as long as the
weight function is properly bounded [33]. We refer to their results and argue
that our model-referencing mechanism will not break the proof.

First, for chain growth, the restrictions on training step number in Sec-
tion 4.3.1 enable honest miners to have enough time for block propagation.
Therefore, honest miners will have at least one chain that accumulates the
weight from all left-isolated blocks. Assuming the weight function is left-
isolated-lower-bounded, the probability of this accumulated weight being infe-
rior to the lower bound is negligible to the security parameter. Next, for chain
quality, the chain growth property guarantees that the chain will accumulate
at least all left-isolated blocks’ weights. Moreover, the adversary cannot gen-
erate left-isolated blocks fast enough because it has to perform enough training
steps, and the total weight is upper bounded by the weight function. Finally,
since model-referencing will not change block selection, i.e., honest miners
will only extend chains with sufficient weights by each round, common prefix
preserves regardless of model-referencing.

4.5 Implementation of D-PoDL Scheme

The average time consumption of block generation and the variance in the
time reflect the stability of the protocol, which may affect users’ experience.
Further, this time consumption can be analyzed with the solving time of
the underlying schemes. Therefore, this section shows a toy example for
our D-PoDL scheme implementation. We compare the PoW scheme and the
plain deep learning to our D-PoDL scheme with different sets of threshold
parameters (T1, T2, Tacc). We utilize the MNIST dataset to implement deep
learning-based schemes, i.e., plain deep learning and our D-PoDL, and follow
the original split of 60000 images for training and 10000 images for testing.
Results can be found in Table 4.2.

In the PoW implementation, we use a 256-bit hash function, e.g., SHA-
256, and set the difficulty to be T = 2228, i.e., to find a nonce with Hash(prevBK,
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Table 4.2: Experiment Results

Scheme/Algorithm Average Maximum Minimum Variance
PoW (2224) 433.37 1242.53 0.63 122336.11

Deep learning (0.97) 81.88 126.61 75.24 109.19
D-PoDL (2240, 2256, 0.97) 94.26 122.38 75.23 320.99
D-PoDL (2244, 2255, 0.97) 140.60 195.68 115.36 648.97

On MacBook Pro with 2.3GHz quad-core Intel Core i5 and 8GB of
2133MHz LPDDR3 onboard memory; Time consumption is presented
in seconds and recorded for 20 attempts.

nonce) < T . Hence, the expected hash iteration is 228. Next, In the plain
deep learning implementation, we set the batch size to 128, the learning rate
to 0.001, and the target threshold to 0.97. Most models reach this thresh-
old in 2 epochs, each including 387 training steps. Finally, in the two D-
PoDL’s Solve algorithm, we implement with (T1, T2, Tacc) = (2240, 2256, 0.97)
and (2244, 2255, 0.97). For T2 = 2256, since the post-hash accepts all models,
we use it to distinguish the impact of the pre-hash algorithm PreHash. The
change in time comes from two factors: (1) Computation overhead from the
hash function; (2) Training speed due to the different hyper-parameters. For
the second D-PoDL implementation, the post-hash check significantly pro-
longs the average solving time despite the fact that we lower the pre-hash
threshold T1 to 2244. The result indicates that the post-hash plays an im-
portant role in controlling the solution generation speed, which is the overall
difficulty of the scheme.

Concerning variance values, we observe a big gap between deep learning-
based schemes and the PoW scheme. The reason is that the stochastic gra-
dient descent algorithm that optimizes the neural network has a more con-
sistent convergence speed. In contrast, a well-behaving hash function in the
PoW scheme should follow the uniform distribution with a high variance.
However, low variance is not always preferable because the algorithm should
involve enough stochasticity to prevent domination, i.e., the miner with the
most computing power generates all blocks. By comparing the variance value
of the deep learning-based schemes, we notice that both pre-hash and post-
hash algorithms involve randomness in the solving time, which can benefit
the fairness among miners.
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4.6 Discussion

This chapter extends the existing deep learning-based PoUW schemes by
removing impractical assumptions and providing a distributed approach for
provers to collaborate together solving the PoUW. Based on the proposed D-
PoDL scheme, we construct blockchain protocols and show the protocol can
enable its participants to achieve consensus. However, we need to point out
that our proofs are also based on two crucial assumptions: (1) The parameter
in the protocol, i.e., (T1, T2, Tacc), are well-chosen so that the rate of block
generation prevents too many forks from being added to the main blockchain;
(2) We assume honest majority so that more than half of the participants
follows our protocol instruction. The former highlights the needs of taking
deep consideration in deploying the protocol into practice; whereas, the latter
requires us to reconsider the incentive model (like in Section 4.3.2) and give
better reasons why participants will follow instruction.
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Chapter 5

Consensus from Competitive
PoX

The initial motivation of this chapter [51] is a concrete problem: Can blockchain-
aided protocols contribute to the development and deployment of “smart
grids”, a novel power grid structure that enables peer-to-peer energy trad-
ing (P2PET). We answer this question with a blockchain protocol based on
a novel PoW variant from an assignment problem (bid-assignment problem
(BAP)) in general double auction systems. Further, we generalize the idea of
the BAP-based PoW alongside the weight-based blockchain framework into
what we call “competitive PoX”. Finally, we give a security analysis for our
blockchain protocol based on the competitive PoX.

5.1 Overview

The shift to renewable energy sources, which are less reliable than traditional
options, urges a significant change in the current power grid structure, i.e.,
moving away from the centralized uni-directional system to decentralized bi-
directional smart grids. In a smart grid, individuals known as prosumers
are both producers and consumers of energy. The smart-grid infrastructure
enables its users (prosumers) to trade energy and exchange data, thereby
promoting regional self-sustainability. A control system, i.e., the P2PET
system, is employed to monitor and manage user operations within the smart
grid. Its primary functionality is to securely record the history of energy
trading, allowing users to perform accordingly. Usually, in a decentralized
environment, a public ledger is used to ensure user consensus and to prevent
any manipulation of data by a single entity. As introduced in Chapter 1,
it is a natural choice to utilize a blockchain as the implementation of the
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distributed ledger in P2PET systems.

Related works. Numerous studies investigate the application of blockchain
technology in P2PET [1,30,36]. However, these studies are built atop general-
purpose blockchain protocols and rely on smart contract capabilities [41],
e.g., as provided in Ethereum [55] and Cardano [24]. Unfortunately, this
approach has its limitations, as it restricts opportunities for optimization
and often leads to high maintenance fees for users when submitting smart
contract-based transactions to the network [41, 50]. Additionally, most pro-
tocols employ the hash-based PoW, which involves computationally intensive
tasks, and hence, being energy intensive. This requirement contradicts the
objectives of enhancing energy trading and reducing overall energy consump-
tion. Needless to say, these repeated hash evaluations have no connection
with the market that may exist on the top of the system. Therefore, we aim
to address these gaps.

We explore the design of a dedicated blockchain protocol for P2PET, de-
parting from the reliance on smart contracts and conventional PoW schemes.
We thoroughly redesign, from the fundamental components, the blockchain
data structure itself. This allows us to leverage the operations within the
P2PET system and introduce a new approach called BAP-based PoW (to be
detailed later). Unlike the PoW paradigm, in which much computing (and
electrical) power is wasted in order to pace the block generation as a corner-
stone for ensuring a robust ledger, the BAP-based PoW scheme capitalizes
the existing architecture and structure of power distribution to provide a
leaner and more effective solution. In summary, our novel design integrates
the underlying network mechanism that ensures the robust ledger with the
market dynamics of the system.

5.1.1 Our Approach and Contributions

Now, we show a brief image of our approach. The first step is to extract
settings and unique operations from the P2PET system.

Abstracted P2PET. In a P2PET system, the control system operates
within a smart grid and facilitates interactions between users and poten-
tially regional power plants within a tight-knit community, e.g., a town. The
smart grid infrastructure provides users with equipment to produce, store,
and transmit energy. Each user is equipped with certified smart meters
that honestly measure energy production and consumption, ensuring tamper-
proof measurements. Additionally, users have Home Energy Management
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Systems (HEMS) associated with their smart meters, which oversee energy
management processes. Unlike smart meters, HEMS are more sophisticated
and capable of computations but are not assumed to be entirely trustworthy.
Multiple local smart grids can be combined to form larger systems, and this
hierarchical structure can be recursively implemented.

This chapter focuses on a typical standalone P2PET system within a
small community, where users and a power plant are interconnected through
bi-directional power lines with a fixed physical topology. Each user has the
freedom to produce or consume energy as needed. However, due to the
unpredictable nature of energy production, users may encounter situations
where there is a shortage of energy when they are not producing enough or
an excess of energy when they are producing more than required. In such
cases, the trading capability of the P2PET system becomes crucial, as it
allows users to buy or sell energy to meet their needs. Furthermore, the
smart grid infrastructure enables users to store energy. Therefore, users can
also buy energy at low prices for storage and sell it at higher prices for profit.
While the specific purpose of users is not specified, we primarily focus on the
buy/sell operations within the system. In order to support these operations,
recall a double-sided auction market in which users buy some product at a
price by issuing a buy bid, and sell some product at a price by issuing a sell
bid. We follow the same process of bidding with energy as the product.

Next, we consider the formation of trading agreements from the bids.
Each agreement, later referred to as a transaction, consists of a buy bid and
a sell bid that satisfy specific constraints, e.g., the buy bid’s price is higher
than the sell bid’s price. The public ledger of P2PET should record these
properly formed transactions, allowing users to transmit energy and make
payments accordingly. It may have been noticed that two crucial questions
are not mentioned above: (1) Given a set of bids, how to generate a set
of transactions; (2) How to ensure a robust ledger in such a setting. The
following sections thoroughly answer these questions.

It is important to note that our result primarily focuses on the design
of the blockchain protocol level rather than the intricacies of the P2PET
system or smart grids. Therefore, aspects such as the dynamics of the energy
trading market or issues related to the physical infrastructure (e.g., energy
transmission loss) are not thoroughly investigated. However, the protocol
proposed is designed to be flexible enough to accommodate such challenges.

P2PET meets blockchain: A brief description. In order to integrate
the bidding operations of P2PET with blockchain protocols, we begin by
refining the blockchain data structure. Specifically, we introduce a bid layer
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containing information such as the type (buy or sell), quantity, and unit price.
In this context, a transaction is defined as the combination of a buy and a
sell bid. The block is then defined as a container of bids and transactions,
and the blockchain is represented as an ordered linked list of blocks.

Next, we formalize the process of generating transactions using a many-
to-many assignment problem, i.e., the Bid Assignment Problem (BAP). The
BAP can be viewed as a special case of the Generalized Multiple-Assignment
Problem (GMAP) [43]. We establish a generic framework for the BAP in
which a set of bids serves as the input, and an index set of assigned bid
pairs is the output based on a scoring function. Then, by instantiating the
BAP’s outputs with blocks and defining the scoring function’s domain over
the block’s space, we create the instantiation of the BAP referred to as the
”BAP for block generation” (bk-BAP). Ultimately, the bk-BAP will serve as
the foundation for our ”proof-of” scheme, the BAP-based PoW scheme.

Before introducing the formal syntax of the BAP-based PoW scheme, we
introduce the concept of a bidpool, which resembles the mempool of trans-
actions in conventional blockchain protocols. Each BAP-based PoW user
(formally called prover) maintains and verifies a bidpool based on their view
of the blockchain. The BAP-based PoW scheme consists of algorithms for (1)
sampling a bid set from the bidpool, (2) solving the bk-BAP using the sam-
pled bid set, and (3) evaluating the bk-BAP solution according to the public
scoring function. Here, the scoring function can incorporate specific market
dynamics by assigning different scores to particular transactions. As we aim
to showcase the flexibility of our design and not fully explore the underlying
market, we keep the scoring function as general as possible. When analyz-
ing the computation in BAP-based PoW with respect to the general scoring
function, we employ the universal sampler [9, 32], which follows arbitrary
distributions when sampling blocks and their corresponding scores. This
modeling approach is similar to how hash computations in PoW blockchain
protocols are represented by the query to a random oracle [26].

The earlier outlined bid-related block design is a key technical innovation
in our proposal. To the best of our knowledge, this has not been introduced
before. Additionally, our protocol’s block selection and blockchain dynamics
provide another unique feature. Instead of requiring optimality in each user’s
block generation, i.e., finding the best possible bid match combination, we
encourage users to compete with each other. This competition eventually
leads to a chain of blocks with the highest overall score. To maintain the
blocks visible to users in the protocol (referred to as the local view), we
consider a tree structure where each branch represents a valid chain of blocks.
Branches are assigned scores based on the score of each block in the branch,
allowing users to select the branch with the highest score. The security proof
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of our system is intricate and constitutes a significant technical contribution
to this result. In essence, the security is demonstrated by analyzing the local
tree dynamics of honest users. We prove that, given any score distribution
(using the universal sampler of [9, 32]), our protocol satisfies robust ledger
properties with overwhelming probability.

To sum up, the contributions are threefold: (1) we abstract the process
of generating transactions from bidding with a combinatorial optimization
problem that extends the GMAP [43]; (2) we design a dedicated blockchain
protocol for the P2PET system that can be further extended for general
double-sided auction markets; (3) we prove that our protocol fulfills the
ledger properties by modeling the computation in BAP-based PoW with
the modified universal sampler [9, 32].

5.1.2 Final Preparations

We finalize our overview by presenting the concrete execution setting of the
blockchain protocol.

Concrete execution settings. The settings are as follows.

• Time and slots: Time is divided into discrete units called time slots,
indexed by an integer ℓ ∈ {1, 2, . . . }. We assume a globally synchro-
nized clock T is equipped with a key pair (skT , pkT ) from the signa-
ture scheme SIG. Users can submit queries (σT , ℓ) ← T (m) such that
(σT , ℓ) ← SIG.Sign(skT ,m, ℓ) where m is the query message and ℓ is
the index of the current slot;

• Synchrony: We adapt the δ-synchronous setting from [12] to our slot-
based execution where δ is the known network delay. Suppose an honest
user sends a message in slot t, the message is guaranteed to be received
by all honest users in any slot ℓ ≥ t + δ. Moreover, we assume the
diffusion functionality from [26];

• Rushing adversary: We consider a rushing network adversary who is
able to: (1) receive any message from honest users first; (2) decide
for each recipient whether to inject additional messages; (3) decide the
order of message delivery; (4) diffuse its (the adversary’s) messages
after seeing all honest messages;

• Permissionless setting with static corruption: We follow the constrained
permissionless setting from [45]. In each slot, there are exactly n ∈ N
users executing the protocol, and at least one is honest. Whenever an
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honest user joins, the protocol informs her with the parameters (n, δ).
Moreover, we assume a static corruption model so that the adversary
cannot corrupt honest users after they are spawned.

Remark 2 (P2PET Rationale) In the P2PET system, users must per-
form energy transmission and payment activities periodically. In order to
handle the periodical activities, time is divided into discrete time slots like
in [35]. Each user has a local clock implemented by the certified smart me-
ter, which may not be fully synchronized in real-life. However, the length of
each time slot can be adjusted to ensure that any differences in local time
between users are negligible. For the sake of convenience, we assume the
presence of a globally synchronized clock. Moreover, the certified hardware
used in the system allows a permissioned setting, where a fixed number of
users are initialized before the protocol starts, and everyone knows who the
honest users are. However, the security proof does not depend on this specific
setting. Therefore, we adopt a constrained permissionless setting, which is
more general and inclusive.

5.2 Model of Blockchain-Based Double Auc-

tion

This section presents the basic system model abstracted from the underlying
blockchain-based P2PET, including our redesigned data structure and the
considered problem.

The first step is to define the blockchain’s data structure to support oper-
ations in the P2PET system. Recall that the system enables its users to buy
or sell energy with energy storage and transmit equipment. Concretely, if a
user produces more energy than she needs, the surplus can be stored. Then,
the user can use the energy afterward or sell it through the system network.
The buy/sell operation resembles a double-sided auction market with energy
as the trading resource. Hence, we borrow the term “bid”, which is fur-
ther categorized as “buy bid” (from buyers) or “sell bid” (sometimes called
“ask”, from sellers). Therefore, in order to support the bid operation, we add
a bid layer to the conventional “transaction-block” structure. Moreover, as
in conventional blockchain protocols, a transaction is regarded as the agree-
ment of trading, which, in our case, is the energy transmission and payment
agreement between a buyer and a seller. Thus, we define the transaction as a
combination of a buy and a sell bid with some restrictions which are specified
in later sections.
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Next, we abstract the process of generating a set of transactions from a
given set of bids, as the early outlined BAP, in which we define a general
scoring function to quantify the quality of the solutions, i.e., each presented
set of transactions. The BAP, with respect to the scoring function, is a
combinatorial optimization problem, and can be regarded as a many-to-many
assignment problem, a special case of the GMAP [43], as it was already
described. Note that the BAP is the underlying problem of our PoW for our
blockchain protocol. We formally introduce the BAP and review the GMAP
in the next sections.

5.2.1 Definitions for the Blockchain Data Structure

The redefined definitions include bids, transactions, and, for completeness,
block, and chain [51]. In the following, we denote each instance as bid, tx, bk,
and chain, whereas we denote users as U . For bids or blocks, when specifying
issuer (or generator) U and time slot ℓ ≥ 1, we denote them explicitly as bidℓU
or bkℓU , respectively. Moreover, each instance is associated with an identifier,
which is set to be the hash of the instance’s contents, e.g., bidID = Hash(bid)
is the identifier of a given bid bid. As we mentioned in the execution model,
within the definitions, we assume that the global time server T is secured
by the signature scheme SIG. The server T (m) returns queries for m, from
users, with (σT , ℓ)← T (m) such that σT = SIG.Sign(skT ,m, ℓ) and time slot
ℓ.

Starting with bids, users have two options: (1) to buy a quantity of energy
units for an initial price (anything lower is acceptable); (2) to sell a quantity
of energy units for an initial price (anything upper is acceptable). A bid
should include its generation and expiration time slots. They must be signed
by their issuer and the time server. The formal definition is as follows.

Definition 16 (Bid) A bid bid issued by a user U who holds a key pair

(sk, pk) from the signature scheme SIG is defined as bid
∆
= (bidraw, auxU , auxT )

and is associated with an identifier bidID = Hash(bid) where:

• The bid’s raw content, bidraw
∆
= (kind ∈ {buy, sell}, q, p, tGen, tExp):

– kind ∈ {buy, sell} indicates the bid’s kind, i.e., a buy bid or a sell
bid;

– q, p > 0 denote the bid’s quantity and unit price, respectively;

– tGen, tExp denote the bid’s generation and expiration time slots, re-
spectively.
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• Information relates to the user’s signature, auxU
∆
= ((pk, σ),misc):

– (pk, σ) is the user’s public key and signature, i.e., σ = SIG.Sign(sk,
bidraw);

– misc contains additional information from the user, e.g., a certifi-
cate by a trusted authority attesting the user’s public key.

• auxT
∆
= (pkT , σT ) consists of the public key and signature from the time

server T , i.e., σT = SIG.Sign(skT , (bidraw, auxU)).

Moreover, we denote the bid space by BID.

Next, a transaction combines a buy and a sell bid at the selected quantity
and price. Intuitively, the transaction’s quantity should not exceed the orig-
inal bids’ quantity, and the price should be in the range of the original bids’
prices. However, note that we enable our protocol to handle more complex
bid assignments. Concrete restrictions will be presented in Section 5.3.

Definition 17 (Transaction) A transaction tx is defined as tx
∆
= (bidID1,

bidID2, qtx, ptx) and is associated with an identifier txID = Hash(tx) where:

• bidID1, bidID2 are the identifiers of two bids bid1, bid2. We may use
bid1, bid2 directly for simplicity;

• qtx ≥ 0, ptx > 0 denote the agreed quantity and unit price of the trade.

Moreover, we denote the transaction space by TX.

Here, for completeness, we also present the definition of a block. A block
embeds both a bid set and a transaction set, in which the transaction set is
derived from the bid set via the BAP. The block should also include a hash
link pointing to its parent block. Similar to bids, the user who generates
blocks need to secure the block with the signatures from herself and the time
server.

Definition 18 (Block) A block bk generated by a user U with (sk, pk) from

SIG is defined as bk
∆
= (prevHash, bkraw, auxU , auxT ). It is associated with an

identifier bkID = Hash(bk) and a score Sbk. In a block bk:

• prevHash denotes the identifier of the block’s parent block, i.e., the hash
of the block that bk intends to extend;

• The block’s raw content, bkraw
∆
= (BIDs,TXs, t):
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– BIDs ̸= ∅,TXs denote the set of bids and transactions embedded in
the block;

– t denotes the block’s generation time slot.

• Information of signatures auxU
∆
= ((pk, σ),misc) and auxT

∆
= (pkT , σT )

are similar as in bids (Definition 16) where σ = SIG.Sign(sk, (prevHash,
bkraw)) and σT = SIG.Sign(skT , (prevHash, bkraw, auxU)).

Moreover, we denote the block space by BK.

Finally, as in conventional blockchain protocols, the chain is defined as
an ordered linked list of blocks. The first block is called genesis block and
denoted by bkG, which contains the public keys of users and is publicly known
to all users. Then, all the users, when aware of new block candidates, will
discard the ones which are signed with public keys that are not in the initial
list.

Definition 19 (Chain) Let || denotes block concatenation, i.e., if bkt||bkt+1,
then bkt+1’s prevHash equals to bkt’s identifier. Hence, a chain chain is an

ordered linked list of blocks defined as chain
∆
= bkG||bk1||bk2|| · · · where bkG

is the genesis block that contains the public keys of the users of the system.

Note that we consider a tree structure in the protocol description (Sec-
tion 5.4) and security analysis (Section 5.5). Hence, we may use “branch”,
i.e., branch, as an interchangeable term of “chain” (Definition 30).

5.2.2 The Bid Assignment Problem (BAP)

Based on the refined data structure, we propose BAP that abstracts the
process of finding an “optimal” set of combinations of bids, i.e., a set of
transactions. The optimality is defined based on a scoring function which
should be sophisticatedly designed according to a real-life situation, e.g., mar-
ket dynamics in the P2PET system. We emphasize again that this chapter
focuses on the protocol-level design instead of fully investigating the under-
lying energy trading market. Hence, we leave the scoring functions general
to showcase the flexibility of our design.

Concretely, we proceed with our definitions by first showing a generic
framework of the BAP with an unspecified scoring function. Next, we con-
sider the scoring function on the transaction level and then extend it to the
blocks. These scoring functions are still general, but their domains are de-
fined on the concrete data structure, i.e., transaction sets and blocks. The
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scoring function for transaction sets is taken as an intermediate step be-
cause a transaction set must be output before generating a block. Finally,
with the scoring function for blocks, we define the BAP for block generation
(bk-BAP). The purpose of bk-BAP is to argue our highest-score-based block
selection rules in the protocol design.

The generic BAP. Our explanation starts from the generic version of the
BAP, i.e., we consider an unspecified scoring function s : X→ R where X is
an arbitrary space. Later, we instantiate s. The BAP takes as input a non-
empty set of bids, denoted by BIDs. Here, for simplicity, we assume all bids
in the set are “alive”, i.e., the bid was issued before and is not expired, and
all bids’ signatures are valid (the signature scheme’s verification algorithm
outputs 1, i.e., 1 ← SIG.Verify). Hence, we can focus on the quantity and
price constraints in the BAP. That is, we reframe the bids as bid = (kind, q, p)
in the following description. Next, according to each bid’s kind, we can
further divide the input set BIDs into a buy bid set and a sell bid set. Without

loss generality, we write BIDs = B∪S where B
∆
= {bidBi = (buy, qBi , p

B
i )}i∈[m]

is a buy bid set of size m, and S
∆
= {bidSj = (sell, qSj , p

S
j )}j∈[n] is a sell bid set

of size n such that B ∩ S = ∅. Then, all the combinations of the bids can be

given by the index set I
∆
= {(i, j) : bidBi ∈ B ∧ bidSj ∈ S} = {(i, j)}i∈[m],j∈[n].

An assignment between a buy bid bidBi ∈ B and a sell bid bidSj ∈ S is a
transaction in the sense of Definition 17, and it can be denoted by a tuple with
respect to indices: (i, j, qij, pij) where qij and pij are the assigned quantity
and price, respectively.

Next, we consider the assignment constraints. Note that, unlike match-
ing problems, we enable many-to-many assignments, i.e., a buy bid can be
assigned to multiple sell bids, and multiple buy bids can be assigned to a
sell bid. Hence, the total assigned quantity of a bid should not exceed the
bid’s original quantity, and the assigned price of a buy and a sell bid should
fall in the range of their original prices. Then, for all (i, j) ∈ I, we have the
following constraints.

qij ≥ 0,
n−1∑
j=0

qij ≤ qBi ,
m−1∑
i=0

qij ≤ qSj ;

pSj ≤ pij ≤ pBi , if qij ̸= 0. (5.1)

We can now clarify the scoring function’s domain by defining the assign-
ment space A. Concerning the input bid set BIDs ̸= ∅, denote an assignment

set with A
∆
= {(i, j, qij, pij) : Given BIDs,∀(i, j) ∈ I, Equation 5.1 holds}.

Then, the space of all assignment sets with respect to BIDs can be defined
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as ABIDs. We define the space of all assignment sets as A ∆
= {A : A ∈

ABIDs}BIDs∈BID and rewrite the scoring function as s : A → R. Finally, the
formal definition of our Generic BAP is given as follows.

Definition 20 (Generic BAP) Let BIDs ⊆ BID be a non-empty set of
bids, which can be divided into B = {bidBi =(buy, qBi , p

B
i )}i∈[m] and S =

{bidSj =(sell, qSj , p
S
j )}j∈[n], such that BIDs = B ∪ S and B ∩ S = ∅. Let

I = {(i, j)}i∈[m],j∈[n] be the index set. Given the scoring function s : A → R
where A denotes the assignment space, the Generic BAP is to find a set

X
∆
= {(i, j, qij, pij) : (i, j) ∈ I} that maximizes s(X) and satisfies the con-

straints given by Equation 5.1.

We say a solution to the BAP is “valid” if the output set X is an assign-
ment set, i.e.,X = {(i, j, qij, pij) : Given BIDs,∀(i, j) ∈ I, Equation 5.1 holds}.
Hence, the validity of BAP solutions does not require optimality, which is
convenient to define the BAP-based PoX scheme later in Section 5.3 (Defi-
nition 25).

BAP for block generation. The Generic BAP provides an intuition of
the problem’s input and output. However, in order to integrate the BAP
into our P2PET blockchain protocol, we need to adapt the problem so that
it can output blocks, and the scoring function should be able to quantify the
quality of blocks. As mentioned above, we first consider a general scoring
function for transaction sets. Then, here, we extend it to the scoring function
for blocks sbk. The latter will instantiate the scoring function in the Generic
BAP (Definition 20) and complete our BAP for block generation (bk-BAP)
Definition next.

We start from a function that evaluates one transaction stx : TX→ R and
an aggregation function Aggtxs : R∗ → R. The aggregation function takes
as input all evaluated values within the given transaction set and outputs
the aggregated value as the score of the set. Hence, the scoring function
for an arbitrary k-size transaction set TXs = {txi}i∈[k] can be written as

stxs(TXs)
∆
= Aggtxs(stx(tx1), . . . , stx(txk)). Here, we show a toy example. Let

stx(tx) = qtx · ptx for any transaction tx = (bid1, bid2, qtx, ptx) ∈ TX, and let
Aggtxs be the sum function. Then, given any transaction set TXs ⊆ TX,
stxs(TXs) =

∑
tx∈TXs qtx · ptx.

Next, recall the structure of blocks given in Definition 18. For simplicity,
we reframe the blocks as bk = (TXs,AUX) where AUX = (prevHash,BIDs, t, auxU ,
auxT ). Following the same process of defining stxs, let saux be the scoring func-
tion for auxiliary information, and Aggbk : R2 → R be a general aggregation
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function. The function Aggbk aggregates the score of a transaction set and
the score of auxiliary information within the given block. Hence, given any
block bk = (TXs,AUX) ∈ BK, the scoring function for blocks is defined as

sbk(bk)
∆
= Aggbk(stxs(TXs), saux(AUX)). We have the following definition.

Definition 21 (Scoring Function for Blocks) Let stx : TX → R be a
function that maps a transaction to a real value, and let Aggtxs : R∗ → R be
a general aggregation function. The scoring function for transaction sets is
stxs : TX∗ → R such that for any k-size transaction set TXs = {txi}i∈[k], then
stxs(TXs)

∆
= Aggtxs(stx(tx1), . . . , stx(txk)). Let saux : {0, 1}∗ → R be a function

that maps auxiliary information of blocks to a real value. We use {0, 1}∗ to
denote the unspecified input domain. Next, let Aggbk : R2 → R be another
aggregation function that takes as input two real values. The scoring function
for blocks is given by sbk : BK→ R such that for any block bk = (TXs,AUX):

sbk(bk)
∆
= Aggbk(stxs(TXs), saux(AUX)).

Finally, we refine the Generic BAP with our newly defined scoring func-
tion for blocks sbk to complete the bk-BAP.

Definition 22 (bk-BAP) Let BIDs ⊆ BID be a non-empty set of bids,
which can be divided into B = {bidBi =(buy, qBi , p

B
i )}i∈[m] and S = {bidSj =(sell,

qSj , p
S
j )}j∈[n], such that BIDs = B∪S and B∩S = ∅. Let I = {(i, j)}i∈[m],j∈[n]

be the index set. Given the scoring function for blocks sbk : BK → R as
in Definition 21, the bk-BAP is to find a block bk = (TXs,AUX) where
TXs = {(bidBi , bidSj , qij, pij) : (i, j) ∈ I} and BIDs ∈ AUX. The block bk
should maximize sbk(·), and the transaction set TXs should satisfy constrains
given by Equation 5.1.

Remark 3 (Extensions) The data structure and BAPs can be extended in
multiple ways depending on the real-life requirements of the P2PET system.
For example: When trading energy, users may have preference targets to
sell to or buy from. Hence, we can embed a target list (potentially ordered
according to priority) within the bid data structure, i.e., (U , targets) ∈ bid
where U is the bid’s issuer, and targets ⊆ {Ui}i∈[N ] is a subset of the all N
users with whom the user willing to trade. Then, the BAPs should: (1) take
into consideration the target constraints when assigning bids, i.e., for any pair
of buy and sell bids, bid1 = (buy,U1, targets1) and bid2 = (sell,U2, targets2),
addition to constraints in Equation 5.1, assignment (bid1, bid2) should also
satisfy U1 ∈ targets2 ∧ U2 ∈ targets1; (2) adjust scoring function so that
prioritized target grant higher scores. We hope this example can demonstrate
our abstraction’s capability of modeling the real-life system.
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In the following two sections, we show our design of a blockchain protocol
that takes the competitive PoX as its core. We argue that extensions like the
example given above can be easily integrated into our design with significant
changes in the (yet to be presented) security analysis.

5.3 BAP-Based PoW and Competitive PoX

This section introduces a PoW scheme based on the bk-BAP. Like conven-
tional PoW, the BAP-based PoW involves two types of participants: provers
and verifiers. Note that both types are performed by users in our protocol.
The separation here only aims to clarify the algorithms, i.e., the prover runs
a solving algorithm to solve the bk-BAP; Whereas the verifier evaluates the
solution’s validity and its score.

In order to present our scheme, we consider the setting where provers
maintain a pool of bids alongside their views of the blockchain. For simplicity,
we assume all bids are issued with valid signatures and correct identifiers, i.e.,
computed honestly from the hash function. The “bidpool” is similar to the
mempool in other blockchain protocols, with the difference that the mempool
keeps transactions. A prover needs to update her bidpool according to the
bidding history in the P2PET system and the transaction history recorded
by the blockchain.

Our BAP-based PoW scheme starts with each prover holding a bidpool,
and then the prover samples a bid set as the input for the bk-BAP. Hence, we
first (1) show an algorithm for updating the bidpool, and then (2) present
the formal syntax of the BAP-based PoW scheme. Finally, we model the
scheme with a universal sampler [9,32], which has the interesting property of
allowing random sampling from arbitrary distribution. In our case, we rely
on this property to randomly sample BAP-based PoW solutions (blocks and
corresponding scores). Moreover, we argue the reason and the limitation of
this modeling.

We clarify that this section focuses on algorithms and the model of BAP-
based PoW. Block selection and blockchain maintenance are explained in
Section 5.4, which utilizes our modeling, is presented in Section 5.5.

Starting with the bidpool. Its purpose is to keep track of a continuous
view of all available bids in each time slot so that provers can sample their
input bid sets for generating blocks by solving the bk-BAP. Each prover
maintains her bidpool concerning two aspects: (1) The bidding and trans-
action history embedded in the prover’s blockchain; (2) The newly issued
bids in the previous slot. Therefore, this section starts with the definitions
of the history. Then, by introducing the “residual” of bids, i.e., the unas-
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signed (quantity) part of bids in the history, we show the concrete approach
and specify the algorithm for updating the bidpool (the yet to be introduced
Algorithm 3) later.

Definition 23 (Bid History and Transaction History) For any prover,
let chain = bkG||bk1|| . . . ||bkℓ be the prover’s blockchain, and for t ∈ [ℓ],
let bktraw = (BIDst, txt, t) ∈ bkt. The bid and transaction history with re-

spect to chain is defined as Hℓ
bid

∆
= {bidID : bid ∈ BIDs1 ∪ · · · ∪ BIDsℓ} and

Hℓ
tx

∆
= {txID : tx ∈ TXs1∪· · ·∪TXsℓ} where bidID and txID are the identifiers

of bid and tx, respectively. For convenience, we may also use the correspond-
ing bid or transaction for the given identifier.

Recall that the transaction sets are generated following the constraints
given in Equation 5.1, i.e., the sum of assigned quantity in all transactions
that involve a given bid should not surpass the bid’s original quantity. Thus,
in order to reduce the waste in energy trading, we enable provers to include
bids with unassigned quantities into their bidpool. We name such bids as
residual bids. A residual bid is a bid that exists on the blockchain, i.e., in
the bid history, that has unassigned quantities larger than 0.

Definition 24 (Residual Bid) Let chain = bkG||bk1|| . . . ||bkℓ be a blockchain.
Denote its bid and transaction history with Hℓ

bid and Hℓ
tx, respectively. Given

a bid bid = (kind, q, p, aux) with identifier bidID ∈ Hℓ
bid, the residual bid of

bid is defined as rbid
∆
= (kind, qrbid, p, aux) if qrbid > 0, and rbid

∆
=⊥ if qrbid ≤ 0.

Here:
qrbid = q −

∑
{tx:txID∈Hℓ

tx∧bidID∈tx}

qtx. (5.2)

If rbid ̸=⊥, we set its identifier to bidID, i.e., the original bid’s identifier.
We denote the set of all residual bids with respect to a given chain as Rchain.

Provers can assign a residual bid into a new transaction without exhaust-
ing the bid’s qrbid, thereby deriving a new residual bid from the original
residual bid. That is, we enable provers to assign bids recursively as long
as the bid is not expired. Moreover, because the residual bid’s identifier is
identical to its original (residual) bid, it is possible to maintain the history
of each bid by tracking unique identifiers. This is also the reason we define
the history using identifiers in Definition 23. Therefore, in the following,
we denote the bidpool with Pool and use mappings to represent entries in
the bidpool, i.e., (bidID:bid or rbid) ∈ Pool where bidID is the identifier of a
(residual) bid.
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The algorithm for updating bidpools. Considering the process of up-
dating the bidpool for any prover P , at the beginning of time slot ℓ ≥ 1, let
the prover hold a bidpool from the previous slot, denoted by Poolℓ−1, and a
blockchain chainℓ−1 = bkG||bk1|| . . . ||bkℓ−1. We denote the set of bids in which

all bids are issued in slot ℓ−1 with P ℓ−1 ∆
= {bid : tGen = ℓ−1}. Here, tGen is the

bid’s generation time slot. Then, the algorithm that outputs the updated bid-
pool for slot ℓ can be written as Poolℓ ← UpdatePool(Poolℓ−1, chainℓ−1, P ℓ−1).
For consistency of format, we may reframe the bid set P in the form of map-
ping, i.e., P ℓ−1 = {(bidID:bid) : tGen = ℓ−1}. Note that ℓ = 1 is slightly
different because in the previous slot, PoolG = ∅ and chain = bkG. That is,
it contains no history, i.e., HG

bid = ∅,HG
tx = ∅.

Next, we clarify that for any t ∈ [ℓ−1], the block bkt−1 is generated
based on the bidpool in the same slot Poolt−1. In other words, we need to
remove the duplicated identifiers from the bidpool referring to the block’s bid
set. Then, by adding the set of freshly issued bids from the previous slot to
the bidpool, we obtain a pool that contains all viable unique bid identifiers.
Thus, we can refer to the transaction history on the blockchain to derive
residual bids for these identifiers. The last step of the UpdatePool algorithm
is to remove the outdated bids, i.e., bids with expiration slots tExp earlier
than the current slot. Finally, the algorithm outputs the new bidpool from
the identifiers and their corresponding bids or residual bids. The procedure
is formally specified in Algorithm 3.

5.3.1 Formal Syntax of BAP-based PoW

Given any time slot ℓ ≥ 1, the BAP-based PoW scheme consists of the

tuple of algorithms PoBA
∆
= (SampleBIDs, Solve,Eval). The SampleBIDs al-

gorithm samples a bid set from the prover’s updated bidpool as the input of
the bk-BAP; Solve outputs the corresponding blockchain of a valid solution
(block) to the bk-BAP. As mentioned before, by valid, we mean the solution
satisfying the constraints and signatures being valid; Finally, the evaluation
algorithm Eval verifies the validity of the whole blockchain and outputs the
score of the latest block according to the public scoring function. We define
the BAP-based PoW correctness (Definition 27) after presenting the formal
syntax in the next definition.

Definition 25 (BAP-based PoW Scheme) Let Hash : {0, 1}∗ → {0, 1}λ
be a collision-free hash function, and let sbk : BK → R be a publicly known
scoring function for blocks as given in Definition 21. In time slot ℓ ≥ 1,
for any prover P, let PoolℓP be her updated bidpool from Algorithm 3, and
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Algorithm 3: The UpdatePool algorithm. Let ℓ ≥ 1 be the cur-
rent time slot. UpdatePool is parameterized by a bidpool Poolℓ−1, a
blockchain chainℓ−1, and a set of bids P ℓ−1.
1 function UpdatePool(Poolℓ−1, chainℓ−1, P ℓ−1);

2 Let Poolℓ = ∅;
3 if ℓ = 1 then

4 Parse PoolG = ∅, chain = bkG, and PG = {(bidID:bid) : tGen = G};
5 Return Pool1 = PG

6 else

7 Parse chainℓ−1 = bkG||bk1|| . . . ||bkℓ−1 and bkℓ−1
raw = (BIDsℓ−1, txℓ−1, ℓ−1) ∈ bkℓ−1;

8 Parse P ℓ−1 = {(bidID:bid) : tGen = ℓ−1};
// Remove duplicated identifiers from Poolℓ−1.

9 for bid ∈ BIDsℓ−1 do

10 if bidID ∈ Poolℓ−1 then

11 Delete the entry from Poolℓ−1

12 end

13 end
// Collect all unique bid identifiers.

14 Set Poolℓ = Poolℓ−1 ∪ P ℓ−1;
// Derive (residual) bids for each identifier with Equation 5.2.

15 Parse the transaction history of chain as Hℓ−1
tx ;

16 for bidID ∈ Poolℓ do
// Let q be the original bid’s quantity with bidID.

17 Compute qrbid = q −
∑

{tx:txID∈Hℓ−1
tx ∧bidID∈tx} qtx;

18 if qrbid > 0 then

19 Replace the entry in Poolℓ with (bidID:rbid) such that qrbid ∈ rbid;
20 end

21 end

// Remove outdated bids from Poolℓ.

22 for bidID ∈ Poolℓ do
// Let tExp be the bid’s expiration slot with bidID.

23 if tExp < ℓ then

24 Delete the entry from Poolℓ

25 end

26 end

27 Return Poolℓ

28 end

let chainℓ−1P = bkG||bk1|| . . . ||bkℓ−1 be her current blockchain. The prover
performs (SampleBIDs, Solve), and any verifier performs Eval.

• SampleBIDs(PoolℓP ,N; r
ℓ
P) takes as input the prover’s bidpool PoolℓP , an

upper bound N for the size of bid sets, and a random seed rℓP . The
randomness can be omitted, we write it explicitly for later modeling
the computation in BAP-based PoW. SampleBIDs outputs a set of bids
BIDsℓP ⊆ PoolℓP such that |BIDsℓP | ≤ N;

• Solve(chainℓ−1P ,BIDsℓP) takes as input a bid set BIDs
ℓ
P that satisfies |BIDsℓP |

≤ N. The algorithm outputs the prover’s solution to the bk-BAP,
i.e., a block candidate bkℓP = (TXs,AUX), with the corresponding new
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blockchain chainℓP
∆
= chainℓ−1P ||bk

ℓ
P . Here, AUX = (prevHash, bidℓP , ℓ,

auxP , auxT ), prevHash = Hash(bkℓ−1), and all signatures in (auxP , auxT )
are valid;

• Eval(chaintP∗ ,N) takes as input a blockchain chaintP∗ from prover P∗
and the size bound N for bid sets. If t ̸= ℓ, Eval outputs (0,⊥).
Otherwise, parse chainℓP∗ = chainℓ−1||bkℓP∗ where bkℓP∗ is generated by
P∗, and assume (1, ·) ← Eval(chainℓ−1,N). Let Hℓ−1

bid and Hℓ−1
tx de-

note the bid and transaction history of chainℓ−1, respectively. Parse
bkℓP∗ = (prevHash, (BIDs∗,TXs∗, t∗), auxP∗ , auxT ), if all the following
conditions hold, the algorithm outputs (1, sbk(bk

ℓ
P∗)), and we say the

blockchain and the new block are valid:

1. For previous hash prevHash: Let bkℓ−1 be the latest block on the
verified blockchain chainℓ−1: prevHash = Hash(bkℓ−1);

2. For bid set bid∗: (1) |BIDs∗| ≤ N; (2) For each bid ∈ BIDs∗ with
generation and expiration time slots (tGen, tExp), the current slot ℓ ∈
[tGen, tExp]; (3) Let bidID be bid ∈ BIDs∗’s identifier, if bidID /∈Hℓ−1

bid ,
and the signatures in bid are valid;

3. For transaction set TXs∗: Let BI = {bidID : bid ∈ BIDs∗} and TI =
{txID : tx ∈ TXs∗} be the identifier sets given by BIDs∗ and TXs∗, re-
spectively. Then: (1) For each tx = (bidID1, bidID2, qtx, ptx) ∈ TXs∗,
bidID1, bidID2 ∈Hℓ−1

bid ∪ BI; (2) Let Hℓ
tx,P∗ = Hℓ−1

tx ∪ TI. For each

tx = (bidID1, bidID2, qtx, ptx) ∈ Hℓ
tx,P∗, without loss of generality, let

bid1raw = (buy, q1, p1) has identifier bidID1, and bid2raw = (sell, q2, p2)
has identifier bidID2, and the assigned quantity and price of tx sat-
isfies: ∑
txID∈Hℓ

tx,P∗∧bidID1∈tx

qtx ≤ q1
∧ ∑

txID∈Hℓ
tx,P∗∧bidID2∈tx

qtx ≤ q2
∧

p2 ≤ ptx ≤ p1.

4. For block generation slot t∗: t∗ = ℓ;

5. For auxiliary information (auxP∗ , auxT ): The signatures are valid.

Otherwise, the algorithm outputs (0,⊥).

Correctness of the BAP-based PoW scheme requires that the Eval algo-
rithm accepts any blockchain from honestly executed SampleBIDs and Solve
algorithms. Because the SampleBIDs algorithm starts with a bidpool, we need
to first define validity for bidpools. Here, we consider a VerifyPool algorithm
to check “conflicts” between an updated bidpool and the blockchain.
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Definition 26 (Validity of Bidpool) For any prover in time slot ℓ ≥ 1,
let Poolℓ be her bidpool, and let chainℓ−1 = bkG||bk1|| . . . ||bkℓ−1 be her blockchain.
The prover performs VerifyPool.

• VerifyPool(Poolℓ, chainℓ−1) takes as input the bidpool Poolℓ and the blockchain
chainℓ−1. Let Hℓ−1

bid and Hℓ−1
tx denote the history of chainℓ−1. If the fol-

lowing conditions hold, VerifyPool outputs 1, and we say the bidpool
Pool is valid regarding the blockchain chain.

1. The blockchain is valid, i.e., (1, ·) ← PoBA.Eval(chainℓ−1,N) where
N is the size bound of the bid set embedded in each block on the
blockchain;

2. For each bidID ∈ Poolℓ, let its corresponding (residual) bid have
quantity qrbid, and have generation and expiration time slots (tGen, tExp):
(1) The current time slot ℓ ∈ [tGen, tExp]; (2) If bidID ∈ Hℓ−1

bid , qrbid
computed from Equation 5.2 is larger than 0; (3) If bidID /∈ Hℓ−1

bid ,
and the signatures in the corresponding bid are valid.

Otherwise, the algorithm outputs 0.

The reason why VerifyPool considers only an updated bidpool regarding
the blockchain is that provers would not keep tracking old bidpools and bid
sets after updating them to the new bidpool. Hence, the proposed algorithm
is to verify the validity of bidpools, instead of deciding the correctness of
the UpdatePool algorithm. Next, we define the correctness of the BAP-based
PoW scheme.

Definition 27 (Correctness of the BAP-based PoW Scheme) Given any
prover P in time slot ℓ ≥ 1, let (chainℓ−1,Poolℓ,N) be the prover’s input tu-
ple such that (1, ·) ← Eval(chainℓ−1,N) and 1 ← VerifyPool(Poolℓ, chainℓ−1).
The BAP-based PoW scheme is correct, if BIDs← SampleBIDs(Poolℓ,N) and
chainℓ−1P ||bk

ℓ
P ← Solve(chainℓ−1P ,BIDs) are honestly executed, then:

Pr
[
(1, sbk(bk

ℓ
P))← Eval(chainℓ−1P ||bk

ℓ
P ,N)

]
= 1.

Usually, in general PoX schemes (Definition 1) that involve computational
tasks, e.g., PoW [20] and proof-of-useful-work [6,23], the difficulty is another
crucial property. Intuitively, it requires provers to contribute enough com-
puting power to generate valid blocks. Otherwise, adversarial provers can
generate massive blocks in a short period of time, and the network cannot
be finalized on a chain of blocks but with many “forks”.

However, the validity of blocks in our BAP-based PoW scheme does not
require optimality. Hence, it is easy to generate valid blocks for any prover.
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Instead, our “difficulty” lies in the competition, i.e., honest provers only
select the highest-scored blocks (or precisely, blockchains as it will be in-
troduced in Section 5.4.2). Relying on block scores in BAP-based PoW is
meaningful because the score relates to the underlying P2PET system. Then,
a higher-scored block is preferable to the system regardless of who (honest or
not) generates the block. Hence, despite that we follow conventional mod-
eling approaches [26] that differentiate the computing power of the honest
provers in contrast with adversarial provers, we show in Section 5.5, that this
differentiation does not change the security of our protocol (a higher score
block, even if adversarial, is still useful for the overall system).

5.3.2 Competitive PoX and Scheme Modeling

Here, we abstract away from concrete problems but return to our general PoX
framework in Definition 1. This approach is appropriate based on the follow-
ing evidence: (1) Given a well-chosen scoring function, the BAPs (generic
and bk-BAP) can be reduced to the generalized multiple-assignment prob-
lem, which has been proven to be NP-complete [43]; (2) Stochasticity arises
in assignment problems due to the uncertainty in problem inputs [21], i.e.,
in our case, BAP-based PoW requires provers to sample input bid sets from
bidpools for the bk-BAP, hence, some bids may not need to be assigned.
Therefore, instead of concrete implementations of the general scoring func-
tion, we consider a competition among provers whose solutions are assigned
scores according to some distribution determined by the function. This ab-
straction enables us to model the provers’ operations with queries to a scoring
oracle represented by a modified universal sampler [9].

In the following, we mimic the BAP-based PoW and show the syntax of
our competitive PoX framework.

Definition 28 (Competitive PoX CPoX) Let s : P → R be a publicly
known scoring function where P denotes the solution space. The tuple of al-
gorithms (TaskGen, Solve,Eval) in a general PoX scheme performs as follows:

• TaskGen(1λ) takes as input the security parameter λ. It outputs public
parameters pp and a task task;

• Solve(pp, task) takes as input pp, a task task. It outputs a proof π for
the given task task;

• Eval(pp, task, π) takes as input pp, a task task, and a proof π. It outputs
(1, s(π)) if π is a valid according to task; Otherwise, it outputs (0,⊥).
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Like Definition 25, we also extend the evaluation algorithm Eval to the whole
blockchain. It outputs (1, s(π)) if all solution on the chain is valid and the
last solution being π. Otherwise, it outputs 0.

Next, we first show the definition of the modified universal sampler [9].
Then, we detail the interaction between BAP-based PoW provers and the
universal sampler.

Definition 29 (Universal Sampler [9]) A universal sampler scheme con-

sists of algorithms US
∆
= (Setup, Sample) that are performed as follows.

• Setup(1λ) takes as input the security parameter λ and outputs sampler
parameters U ;

• Sample(U, d, β) takes as input sampler parameters U , the description of
a program d with a random seed for the program to generate samples.
It outputs induced samples pd.

We instantiate the definition above by specifying the program descrip-

tion with d
∆
= (task, s) where task is the underlying task of the competitive

PoX scheme and s is the general scoring function associated with the task.
The universal sampler is accessible by any prover performing the competi-
tive PoX scheme via queries in which the prover sends its own bidpool and a
random seed. That is, for any prover P , her query to the universal sampler

is β
∆
= (taskP , rP). Here, we follow the conventional model approach that in

each time slot, each honest prover can make at most q > 0 queries, whereas,
the adversarial prover can make at most qA > q queries. We denote the
upper bound of total query number in each slot by Q ∈ N. The difference in
query capabilities indicates the difference in computing power between hon-
est and adversarial provers. Moreover, we clarify that the communication
between provers and the universal sampler cannot be delayed by the network
adversary, given it is oracle access. This is a natural setting since the univer-
sal sampler captures the capability of provers to internally and locally select
bids and generate blocks relying only on her randomness and the solving
algorithm.

Then, the Sample algorithm has the single property of randomly sam-

pling a solution π∈P such that s(π)
D← S where D and S denotes the score

distribution and score space determined by the scoring function. With a
well-chosen scoring function, blocks can be strictly ordered by the score with
high probability. Concretely, the universal sampler works as follows.
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Universal Sampler

In any time slot ℓ ≥ 1, setup up the universal sampler with U ←
US.Setup(1λ). Let Lℓ

P = {(·, ·, ·, ·)} ∈ U be the list kept by the universal
sampler for any prover P . The total size of lists is upper bounded by
Q ∈ N, i.e., let Pℓ denote the set of all provers in slot ℓ, |

⋃
P∈Pℓ Lℓ

P | ≤
Q.
On a query (PoolℓP , r

ℓ
P) from P:

• If: there exists a tuple (taskℓP , r
ℓ
P , π

ℓ
P , s(π

ℓ
P)) ∈ Lℓ

P , then, return
(πℓ
P , s(π

ℓ
P));

• Else if: |Lℓ
P | > q when P is honest or |Lℓ

P | > qA when P is
adversarial, then, return ⊥;

• Else: run and return (πℓ
P , s(π

ℓ
P)) ← US.Sample(U, (task, s),

(taskℓP , r
ℓ
P)), and add (taskℓP , r

ℓ
P , π

ℓ
P , s(π

ℓ
P)) to Lℓ

P .

The output distribution. The output from the universal sampler can be
modeled as a continuous random variable X following a score distribution

D on a score space S ∆
= [smin, smax]. Here, D, smin, smax are determined

by the general scoring function sbk(·). We denote the probability density
function and the distribution function of D with f(·) and F (·) such that
F (x) = Pr[X ≤ x] =

∫ x

smin
f(t)dt.

Discussion: Block re-using attack. An issue with the BAP-based PoW
(or competitive PoX) and our modeling is that it cannot prevent adversaries
from re-using other users’ valid block candidates, e.g., the adversaries can
claim others’ blocks as theirs or modify the block slightly to achieve higher
scores without performing enough computation. Hence, in order to tackle the
block re-using attack, we consider an exact time barrier for diffusing block
candidates in each time slot so that no honest user will diffuse its block before
this time barrier. This is achievable given the globally synchronized clock T .
We clarify that this is the only place in this result where we use the strong
synchronicity of the global clock, and it is a natural setting for P2PET.

5.4 Competitive PoX-Based Protocol

In any given time slot, each user obtains a list of solutions (or block candi-
dates when considering blocks) from the competitive PoX, which is modeled
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by the universal sampler. Each honest user diffuses her highest-scored can-
didates through the network; Whereas, a rushing adversary, as mentioned in
Section 5.1.2, receives all honest blocks, manages the order, and diffuses its
(the adversary’s) candidates accordingly. Since there is more than one block
being delivered to users, and each block can only extend one blockchain, we
consider a directed tree (or precisely, a directed forest due to missing blocks)
structure that stores blocks locally for each user. The root of the “block-tree”
is the genesis block as given in Definition 19. Users extend their block-tree
in each time slot with newly received blocks and select the “best” branch
on the block-tree as their blockchain. Hence, we extend the notion score for
branches to support this selecting operation. Users will output the confirmed
part of their blockchain when asked to report the ledger.

5.4.1 Block-Tree and Score of Branches

Now, we start with the necessary definitions for the block-tree structure and
the scoring function for branches. Given a time slot ℓ ≥ 1, we first consider a
master-tree mtreeℓ that contains all valid blocks (block candidates) generated
(NOT diffused) by users (honest or not) from the genesis slot to slot ℓ. Then,
we define the master-tree mtreeℓ = (V,E) as a directed tree such that its
vertex set corresponds to blocks and the edge set corresponds to the hash
link between blocks. Hence, the genesis block bkG is the root of mtreeℓ. Recall
the height definition from graph theory: (1) The vertex height in a directed
tree is defined as the number of edges between the vertex and the root; (2)
The tree height is defined as the number of edges in the longest path between
a leaf vertex and the root. Hence, mtreeℓ is of height ℓ. Furthermore, for
vertices in mtreeℓ of the same height, the corresponding blocks are generated
in the same time slot. A user may only see a part of the master-tree because
we assume the rushing adversary controls block diffusion. Hence, denote the
block-tree of a user U as treeℓU = (VU , EU), we have treeℓU ⊆ mtreeℓ, i.e.,
VU ⊆ V and EU ⊆ E. The formal definition is as follows.

Definition 30 (Master-Tree, User’s Block-Tree, Branch) Let bkG be
the genesis block. For any ℓ ≥ 1 and all i ∈ [n] where n is the number

of users participating the protocol, let BKt
i

∆
= {bkti} ̸= ∅ denote the set of

valid blocks generated by user Ui in slot t ∈ [ℓ]. Then, BKt ∆
=
⋃

i∈[n] BKt
i

denotes the set of valid blocks generated in slot t. The master-tree of slot
ℓ is defined as mtreeℓ = (V,E) such that V = {bkG} ∪

⋃
t∈[ℓ] BKt, and

E = {(bkG, bk1) : ∀bk1 ∈ BK1} ∪
⋃

t∈[ℓ−1]{(bk
t, bkt+1) : ∀bkt ∈ BKt, bkt+1 ∈

BKt+1, prevHash = Hash(bkt)} where prevHash is the previous hash value
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entry in block bkt+1, i.e., blocks (bkt, bkt+1) are linked by the hash function
Hash as in the BAP-based PoW scheme (Definition 25). A block-tree of user
U is denoted by treeℓU = (VU , EU), and satisfies treeℓU ⊆ mtreeℓ. Moreover,
given a block-tree (master or user’s) of slot ℓ as Gℓ = (V ℓ, Eℓ), a branch is

defined branchℓ
∆
= bkG||bk1i1|| . . . ||bk

ℓ
iℓ
where I

∆
= {i1, . . . , iℓ} is the index set

of block generators such that branchℓ ⊆ Gℓ, i.e., for any t ∈ [ℓ], bktit ∈ V ,
and for any t ∈ [ℓ−1] and it, it+1 ∈ I, (bktit , bk

t+1
it+1

) ∈ E.

Recall that the branch definition resembles the definition of blockchain as
mentioned after Definition 19. We may also distinguish them by using branch
for arbitrary branches on a given block-tree, and chain for the highest-scored
branch.

Moreover, we use branchℓ⌈k for k ∈ N to denote the chain of blocks re-
sulting from the removal of the k rightmost blocks of the branch branchℓ. If
k ≥ ℓ, we define branchℓ⌈k = ε, i.e., the empty chain. Then, by treeℓ⌈k, we
denote the sub-tree constructing from branchℓ⌈k for all branch ⊆ treeℓ. Note
that in the case of master-tree mtreeℓ, since it contains all generated blocks
in the protocol, we have for any t ∈ [ℓ] and k = ℓ− t: mtreet = mtreeℓ⌈k.

Next, in order to define the best branch with respect to scores, we extend
the scoring function by taking blocks’ generation slots into consideration.
That is, given a branch branchℓ = bkG||bk1|| . . . ||bkℓ in time slot ℓ ≥ 1, we
introduce an accumulating function acc(t) ∈ R for all t ∈ [ℓ]. Then, the score
of each slot t is defined as acc(t) · sbk(bkt). Finally, the score of the branch
is defined as the sum of all slot scores. Formally, we write the score of the
branch branchℓ = bkG||bk1|| . . . ||bkℓ as follows.

Sbranchℓ
∆
=

ℓ∑
t=1

acc(t) · sbk(bkt). (5.3)

Note that in our protocol, blocks generated in the same time slot share
the same height in the block-tree. Then, given an arbitrary block-tree, users
can compute the score of all branches on the tree with Equation 5.3. Hence,
for a user U holding a block-tree treeℓU in time slot ℓ ≥ 1, the user selects her
branch, denoted by chainℓU ⊆ treeℓU , such that:

SchainℓU
= max

branch⊆treeℓU
Sbranch. (5.4)

As we will show in Section 5.5, the accumulating function parameterizes the
possibility of our protocol achieving consensus.
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5.4.2 Protocol Description

Finally, we can present the full description of our protocol. In the following,
we show the workflow of an honest user in an arbitrary time slot where she
maintains her bidpool, generates a block, extends her block-tree, and reports
her confirmed blockchain to the system.

Let U be an honest user among the n ∈ N users performing the protocol in
time slot ℓ ≥ 1. Denote the user’s view of the block-tree at the end of slot ℓ−1
with treeℓ−1. Here, we do not specify them to U because our permissionless
setting cannot guarantee the user to participate in slot ℓ−1. However, we
require that for any branch branch ⊆ treeℓ−1, (1, ·) ← CPoX.Eval(branch) as
given in Definition 28. Then, following Equation 5.4, the user selects her
branch, which is denoted by chainℓ−1U .

Let the input for U ’s execution in slot ℓ be (taskℓ−1, chainℓ−1U ). By per-
forming the competitive PoX scheme as a prover, the user obtains a set of
valid solutions (embedded in block candidates), i.e., U generates candidates
with πℓ

U ← Solve(taskℓ−1U ). Denote the set of candidates that embed solu-

tions as BKU
∆
= {bkℓi,U}i∈N. Our protocol requires honest users only diffuse

their highest-scored block candidate and the corresponding blockchain, i.e.,
U diffuses the block bkℓU that satisfies s(πℓ

U) = maxbk∈BKU bk, and the corre-
sponding blockchain chainℓ−1U .

In addition to chain diffusion, users also receive blockchains from others.
Here, we consider the process of the honest U updating her local block-

tree treeℓ−1
∆
= (V ℓ−1, Eℓ−1) when receiving a blockchain (including her own)

chaint
′

U∗ . We use U∗ for unspecified users and t′ for the slot index to be
verified. The user U first performs as the verifier in the competitive PoX with
(b, ·)← CPoX.Eval(chaint

′

U∗). If b = 0, U discards the blockchain. Otherwise,
she compares the incoming blockchain with her local block-tree and adds
missing blocks with hash links to the tree. Concretely, when b = 1, we
have t′ = ℓ. Then, we can rewrite the incoming blockchain with chainℓU∗ =
bkG||bk1U∗|| . . . ||bkℓ−1U∗ ||bkℓU∗ . Note that users accept blockchains. Hence, we
only need to consider a sub-chain bktU∗|| . . . ||bkℓU∗ ⊆ chainℓU∗ such that bkt−1U∗ ∈
treeℓ−1 and bktU∗ /∈ treeℓ−1. Therefore, denote the updated block-tree as
treeℓU = (V ℓ

U , E
ℓ
U), we have V ℓ

U = V ℓ−1 ∪ {bktU∗ , . . . , bkℓU∗} and Eℓ
U = Eℓ−1 ∪

{(bkt−1U∗ , bktU∗), . . . (bkℓ−1U∗ , bkℓU∗)}. We summarize the update process of block-
trees with an algorithm: tree′ ← UpdateTree(tree, chaint

′

U∗). Note that we use
tree and tree′ instead of specifying slot indices (ℓ−1 and ℓ) because users may
receive more than one blockchain candidate within one slot. The algorithm
is specified in Algorithm 4.

Finally, the user is responsible for reporting her confirmed blockchain to
the protocol with respect to a parameter k (to be estimated in Section 5.5),
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Algorithm 4: The UpdateTree algorithm. Let ℓ ≥ 1 be the current
time slot. UpdateTree is parameterized by a block-tree tree and a
blockchain candidate chaint

′

U∗ .

1 function UpdateTree(tree, chaint
′
U∗ );

2 Parse tree = {V,E};
// Verify each blockchain candidate.

3 Run (b, ·)← CPoX.Eval(chaint
′
U∗ );

4 if b = 1 then
// t′ = ℓ.

5 Parse chaint
′
U∗ = bkG||bk1U∗ || . . . ||bkℓ−1

U∗ ||bkℓU∗ ;
// Find the first block not in tree.

6 for bktU∗ ∈ chaint
′
U∗ do

7 if bkt−1
U∗ ∈ tree and bktU∗ /∈ tree then

8 Set V ′ = V ∪ {bktU∗ , . . . , bkℓU∗};
9 Set E′ = E ∪ {(bkt−1

U∗ , bktU∗ ), . . . (bk
ℓ−1
U∗ , bkℓU∗ )};

10 Return treeℓ = (V ′, E′)

11 end

12 end

13 end

i.e., given the user’s updated block-tree treeℓU , the user outputs chain
ℓ
U accord-

ing to Equation 5.4 such that chain
ℓ⌈k
U is the confirmed part of the blockchain.

Our Competitive PoX-Based Blockchain Protocol Πn,δ,k,sbk,acc

Let U be an honest user among the n users executing the protocol
Πn,δ,k,sbk,acc in time slot ℓ ≥ 1. Here, δ is the known network delay, k is
a parameter for blockchain confirmation, sbk(·) is the general scoring
function for blocks, and acc(·) is the accumulating parameter function
for branch scores. Given the UpdateTree algorithm and the competitive
PoX scheme CPoX, the user U takes as input treeℓ−1 from the previous
slot ℓ−1.

• Block Generation: U generates block candidates with the com-
petitive PoX scheme, i.e., chainℓ−1U ||bk

ℓ
U ← CPoX.Solve(chainℓ−1U );

• Block-Tree Update: U initializes an intermediate variable

tree
∆
= treeℓ−1. Whenever U receives a blockchain candidate

chaint
′

U∗ , she runs tree′ ← UpdateTree(tree, chaint
′

U∗) and updates
her temporary variable with tree ← tree′. Finally, the user ob-
tains treeℓU after updating her local block-tree with all blockchain
candidates received in slot ℓ;

• Ledger Reporting: Upon queried by the protocol Π, U outputs
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her blockchain chainℓU ⊆ treeℓU that satisfies Equation 5.4, and

regard chain
ℓ⌈k
U as the confirmed part of the blockchain.

Discussion: Incentive model. The security proofs of this result are
based on practical assumptions in the sense of implementation. However,
we do NOT analyze the reason behind these assumptions based on rational
analysis as shown in [3,4,25]. Given the richness of the area, we only discuss
the intuition of the incentive model. Like conventional blockchain proto-
cols, there are two layers of incentive: inherent (e.g., transaction fee) and
explicit (e.g., block reward). The inherent incentive in our protocol derives
from where users can tweak transactions to benefit themselves, e.g., assign-
ing higher buy price for their sell bids or lower sell price for their buy bids.
However, prioritizing their own bids in the solving algorithm will potentially
sacrifice the block scores. Hence, the blocks may fail to be selected in the
confirmed blockchain. The trade-off between this inherent reward and the
scarification of block scores requires a case-by-case analysis with respect to
concrete scoring functions.

However, problems arise when considering explicit incentives, i.e., re-
wards to block generators. We argue that a well-chosen scoring function in
BAP-based PoW prevents adversarial users from attacking the underlying
P2PET and from disturbing consensus in the network (as shown in Sec-
tion 5.5). However, the computation in BAP-based PoW is unfair, i.e., ad-
versaries can dominate the block generation without dominating computing
power. The explicit incentive intensifies unfairness.

5.5 Security Analysis

This section proves the security of our protocol Πn,δ,k with respect to ledger
properties, i.e., persistence and liveness [26]. We first provide the definition
of persistence by adopting the slightly refined version from [23]. For liveness,
existing definitions require that if an honest user receives a transaction, then,
the transaction will eventually be output by all honest users in their ledger,
i.e., blockchain. However, as shown in previous sections, transactions are
not diffused solely in our protocol but are released within blocks. Moreover,
each user maintains a local block-tree to keep tracking blocks of the protocol.
Hence, we define block-liveness instead of the original liveness to fit our
design.
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Definition 31 (Persistence and Block-Liveness) Denote blockchain as
chain and block-tree as tree.

• Persistence: For any two honest users with blockchains chainℓ11 , chain
ℓ2
2

at time slot ℓ1, ℓ2 ≥ 1, respectively. Without loss of generality, let
ℓ1 ≤ ℓ2. Persistence with parameter k ∈ N indicates that chainℓ11 , should
be a prefix of chainℓ22 after removing the rightmost k blocks;

• Block-liveness: For any honest user with chainℓ in time slot ℓ ≥ 1,
block-liveness states that for any t ∈ [ℓ], chaint is extended by at exact
one block.

Remark 4 (Relaxation in Liveness) As discussed above, we cannot de-
fine liveness for transactions in our protocol due to the change in the data
structure. There are two options: one is to define liveness for blocks as in
Definition 31, which can be considered as a relaxation of the original liveness
property, and in fact, our protocol satisfies block-liveness by design (Theo-
rem 5). Whereas, the other option is to define liveness for bids, which can be
meaningless in real life. This is because our main purpose is to require honest
users to find good assignments (higher-scored blocks) according to the scor-
ing function derived from the underlying P2PET system instead of enforcing
them to include every bid.

5.5.1 Persistence

In order to prove persistence, we first make an additional assumption on the
adversary. Recall the rushing adversary in our execution model who can
learn all block (blockchain) candidates generated, i.e., the adversary holds
the master-tree of the protocol. We assume that this adversary sends the
highest-scored blockchain of each time slot to at least one honest user.

Assumption 3 Let mtreeℓ be the master-tree in time slot ℓ, and let A be the
rushing adversary who holds mtreeℓ. Let chainℓ ⊆ mtreeℓ be the highest-scored
branch that satisfies:

Schainℓ = max
branch⊆mtreeℓ

Sbranch. (5.5)

We assume that at least one honest user among the n users who participate
in the protocol receives chainℓ by the end of slot ℓ.

Next, we consider honest users’ local block-tree dynamics. It takes two
steps to achieve persistence: (1) The highest-scored branch of each time slot
should be eventually known to all honest users; (2) Highest-scored branches
of different time slots should have a long enough common prefix.
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Disclosing highest-scored branches. If a block or branch is known to all
honest users, we say it is disclosed, i.e., given a block bk (or a branch branch),
for any honest user with block-tree tree, it holds bk ∈ tree (or branch ⊆ tree).
Remark that given the δ-bounded communication network, a block candidate
generated by an honest user is always disclosed after δ time slots. Generally,
we define d-disclosure for blocks and branches.

Definition 32 (d-Disclosure) Let bkt be a valid block generated in time
slot t ≥ 1, the block is d-disclosed if for any honest user with block-tree treeℓ

in slot ℓ such that ℓ ≥ t + d, then, bkt ∈ treeℓ. We say a branch is d-closed
if the rightmost block on the branch is d-disclosed.

The following lemma indicates that if a branch is selected as the highest-
scored branch by any user, the branch will eventually be disclosed.

Lemma 5 Let mtreet be the master-tree in time slot t ≥ 1. Assuming the
network is δ-synchronous, if a branch brancht ⊆ mtreet is selected as the
highest-scored branch according to Equation 5.5, the branch is at most (δ+1)-
disclosed.

Proof 5 Denote the branch with brancht = bkG|| . . . ||bkt, we first consider
the situation where bkt is generated by an honest user, then, it is δ-disclosed
by δ-bounded network setting. Hence, branch is also δ-disclosed. Otherwise,
the block is first received by the rushing adversary A in slot t. Because
brancht ⊆ mtreet is the highest-scored branch according to Equation 5.5, by
Assumption 3, an honest user will receive the branch in slot t. Denote the
user’s local block-tree with treet. Since treet is a sub-graph of mtreet, branch
is the highest-scored branch in treet. Hence, the honest user will generate a
block atop branch in the following slot t+1, which is also δ-disclosed. There-
fore, the branch is at most δ + 1-disclosed.

Directly from Lemma 5, we have the following proposition for all disclosed
highest-scored branches in the master-tree.

Proposition 1 Assuming the network is δ-slot synchronous, let mtreet be
the master-tree in time slot t in which brancht is selected as the highest-scored
branch according to Equation 5.5. All blocks on branches in {brancht}t∈[ℓ−(δ+1)]

is disclosed for any ℓ > δ + 1.

Common prefix among selected branches. Proposition 1 only indi-
cates that the highest-scored branch of each time slot will eventually be
known to all honest users. However, even in the master-tree (i.e., every-
thing is known), given two conjunctive slots, the highest-scored branches
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may be different from each other, e.g., a high-but-not-highest-scored branch
gets extended by an extremely high-scored block so that the new branch is
selected in the next time slot. Such a substitution causes the blockchain to
be unstable and prevents honest users from agreeing on the same chain. We
consider two situations: (In the illustration, the circle denotes the blocks
on the branches, and the double circle denotes the branch being selected as
the highest-scored one): (1) If the change of branch selection happens fre-
quently, the block history cannot be settled (Figure 5.1a); (2) If the selected
branches of different slots have too many distinct blocks, the block history
can get reset (Figure 5.1b). In either case, invalid bids and transactions in
the unconfirmed blocks can disturb the underlying P2PET market.

(a) The selected chain swings over
conjunctive time slots and the blocks
during these slots cannot settle.

(b) A branch substitutes the selected
chain after it gets selected for multi-
ple slots so that the history gets reset.

Figure 5.1: Intuition of Chain Instability: In the successful attack, the ad-
versary forces the nodes to keep changing the chain between two cases.

In order to tackle this problem, we first define divergence between branches
and branch viability. The definitions originate from [35], we refine them with
respect to the score of branches. Moreover, since we focus on the highest-
scored branches in each time slot, and they are disclosed as shown in Proposi-
tion 1, we will consider the master-tree in the following analysis for simplicity.

Definition 33 (Divergence and Viability) Let mtreeℓ be the master-tree
of time slot ℓ ≥ 1. For any t ∈ [ℓ], given any two branches brancht1, branch

t
2 ⊆

mtreet, the divergence of brancht1 and brancht2 is given by:

div(brancht1, branch
t
2) = |Sbrancht1

− Sbrancht2
|.

Moreover, let chaint be the highest-scored branch selected from mtreet accord-
ing to Equation 5.5. A branch brancht∗ ̸= chaint is viable, if div(brancht∗, chain

t) ≤
smax−smin where [smin, smax] is the range of block scores given by sbk(·).

A branch in slot t is viable if the divergence between the branch and the
highest-scored branch can be covered by a single block. That is, the viable
branch could be extended with a block with higher score and substitute the
selected chain. We formally define this situation as chain substitution with a
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parameter τ ≥ 1. For convenience, we first introduce the injection operation
for branches. Let branch1 = bkG|| . . . ||bkt||bkt+1

1 . . . ||bkℓ11 be a branch of slot
ℓ1 ≥ 1, and let branch2 = bkG|| . . . ||bkt||bkt+1

2 . . . ||bkℓ22 be a branch of slot
ℓ2 ≥ 2 where t ∈ [min(ℓ1, ℓ2)]. Then, the intersection of branch1 and branch2
is denoted by branch1 ∩ branch2 = bkG|| . . . ||bkt.

Definition 34 (τ-Chain Substitution) Let mtreeℓ be the master-tree of
time slot ℓ>τ . For any t ∈ [ℓ−τ ], let chaini and chaini+1 be the highest-
scored branches in slot i and i+1 where i ∈ [t−1, t−2+τ ] such that chaini+1 =
chaini||bki+1

c . Let bkt+τ
c be highest-scored block that extends chaint−1+τ in slot

t+τ . Denote the new branches branchc
∆
= chaint−1+τ ||bkt+τ

c . A τ -chain sub-
stitution occurs if there exists a branch such that brancht−1+τ ∩ chaint−1+τ =

chaint−1, and is extended by block bkt+τ
b , denote the new branch branchb

∆
=

brancht−1+τ ||bkt+τ
b , such that:

Sbranchb = max
brancht+τ⊆mtreet+τ

Sbrancht+τ .

A chain can only be substituted by a branch if the branch is viable, and
the blocks extending them satisfies sbk(bk

t+τ
b ) − sbk(bk

t+τ
c ) ≥ Schaint−1+τ −

Sbrancht−1+τ , i.e., Sbranchb ≥ Sbranchc . The parameter τ ≥ 1 indicates that a
chain is substituted after being selected for τ conjunctive slots. Assuming
arbitrary distribution D for our scoring function sbk(·), the following lemma
shows a loose upper bound for the probability of τ -chain substitution.

Lemma 6 Let mtreeℓ be the master-tree of time slot ℓ>τ . For any t ∈ [ℓ−τ ],
given any score distribution D, there exists an accumulating function acc(·)
(Equation 5.3) such that the probability of τ -chain substitution occurring is
O(c−τ ) where c is a constant value given by acc(·).

Proof 6 We start from the easy case where τ = 1. By Definition 34,
chaint = chaint−1||bktc and branchc = chaint||bkt+1

c . Consider a viable branch
that satisfies brancht∩chaint = chaint−1 and is extended by a block bkt+1

b such
that branchb = brancht||bkt+1

b substitutes branchc. Then, by Equation 5.3, we
have:

sbk(bk
t
c) ≥ sbk(bk

t
b),

acc(t)

acc(t+1)
sbk(bk

t
c) + ·sbk(bkt+1

c ) ≤ acc(t)

acc(t+1)
sbk(bk

t
b) + sbk(bk

t+1
b ). (5.6)

For simplicity, we omit the subscript in the scoring function with s(·) as we

only consider block scores. We also rewrite acc(t)
acc(t+1)

with c(0, 1). Then, the
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probability of branchc substituted by branchb, denoted by Pr[τ = 1, branchb],
equals to joint probability of events in Equation 5.6. That is, we need to
estimate the following.

Pr[s(bktc)−s(bktb) ≥ 0∧c(0, 1) ·
(
s(bktc)− s(bktb)

)
+
(
s(bkt+1

c )− s(bkt+1
b )

)
≤ 0]
(5.7)

Now, we denote the random variables representing the scores of the tuple
(bktc, bk

t
b, bk

t+1
c , bkt+1

b ) with (X t
c, X

t
b, X

t+1
c , X t+1

b ). Furthermore, we use two
random variables Y t and Y t+1 to represent the subtraction of scores. That
is,

Y t = X t
c −X t

b = s(bktc)− s(bktb),

Y t+1 = X t+1
c −X t+1

b = s(bkt+1
c )− s(bkt+1

b ).

Following in our universal sampler model, (X t
c, X

t
b, X

t+1
c , X t+1

b ) are indepen-
dent and follow the same distribution DX = D on [smin, smax]. Hence, Y t

and Y t+1 are independent, and distributed identically and symmetrically [28]
on [smin−smax, smax−smin]. We denote the distribution of Y t and Y t+1 with
DY , and let fY (·) and FY (·) be the probability density function and the distri-
bution function of DY . We can rewrite Equation 5.7 in the form of random
variables:

Pr[(Y t ≥ 0) ∧ c(0, 1) · Y t + Y t+1 ≤ 0)]. (5.8)

Consider the event: {Y t = y ∧ Y t+1 ≤ −c(0, 1)y} for all y ∈ [0, smax−smin].
For simplicity, we rewrite r = smax−smin. By Y t is independent of Y t+1, we
have:

Equation 5.8 =

∫ r

0

Pr[Y t = y] · Pr[Y t+1 ≤ −c(0, 1)y]dy

=

∫ r

0

∫ −c(0,1)y
−r

fY (y)fY (x)dxdy. (5.9)

Here, we consider the upper-bound of Equation 5.9 by scaling up fY (·)
with two coefficients c1, c2 > 0 as follows.

fY (y)

{
≤ c1 · e−c2·y

2
, if y ∈ [−r, r],

= 0, otherwise.
(5.10)

Note that fY (y) is a probability density function, hence, it satisfies
∫ r

−r fY (y)dy =

1. Then, for c1, c2, we have the estimation:
∫∞
−∞ c1 · e−c2·y

2
dy ≥ 1, which is

c21/c2 ≥ π−1. The manipulation of inequality gives us:

Equation 5.9 ≤
∫ ∞
0

∫ −c(0,1)y
−∞

e−y
2·e−x2

dxdy =
c1

2

2c2
·tan−1

(
1

c(0, 1)

)
≤ c1

2

2c2 · c(0, 1)
.

(5.11)
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That is, Pr[τ = 1, branchb] ≤ c1
2/(2c2 · c(0, 1)) for any c1, c2 ≥ 0 and c21/c2 ≥

π−1 where c(0, 1) = acc(t)
acc(t+1)

.

Now, we consider the probability of 1-chain substitution, denoted by Pr[τ =
1]. Let q be the number of viable branches of slot t. Recall our universal
sampler, Q is the upper bounded of the total number of queries (regardless of
honest or not) made in each time slot, i.e., q ≤ Q as shown in Section 5.3.2
(universal sampler functionality). Then, we have:

Pr[τ = 1] ≤ 1−
(
1− c21

2c2 · c(0, 1)

)Q

.

Next, chain substitution with τ > 1 follows the same methodology of
τ = 1. Consider a branch that satisfies brancht−1+τ ∩ chaint−1+τ = chaint−1.
Denote the distinct blocks on brancht−1+τ with bktb, . . . , bk

t−1
b +τ . Comparing

them with the blocks on chaint−1+τ , and comparing the new blocks bkt+τ
b in

branchb and bkt+τ
c in branchc, by rewriting Equation 5.8, the probability of

branchc substituted by branchb, denoted by Pr[τ > 1, branchb], equals to:

Pr

 ∧
i∈[τ−1]

(
i∑

j=0

acc(t+j)

acc(t+i)
· Y t+j ≥ 0

) ∧( τ∑
i=0

acc(t+i)

acc(t+τ)
· Y i ≤ 0

) ,

(5.12)
where Y t+i = X t+i

c − X t+i
b for any i ∈ {0, . . . , τ} are independent and dis-

tributed identically with DY on [smin−smax, smax−smin]. For simplicity, we

rewrite acc(j)
acc(i)

with c(j, i), and let c(i, i)
∆
= 1. Hence, Equation 5.12 equals to:

=

∫ r

0

· · ·
∫ r

rτ−1

Πτ−1
i=0 Pr[Y t+i = yi] · Pr

[
Y t+τ ≤ −

τ−1∑
i=0

c(i, τ) · yi

]
dy0 · · · dyτ−1

=

∫ r

0

· · ·
∫ r

rτ−1

∫ −∑τ−1
i=0 c(i,τ)·yi

−r
Πτ−1

i=0 fY (yi) · fY (x)dxdy0 · · · dyτ−1. (5.13)

We denote the lower bound of random variable Y t+i for any i ∈ [τ−1] as
ri. Hence ri = −

∑i−1
j=0 c(j, i) · yj. Here, we use a small trick to scale

Equation 5.13. Note that ri is not necessarily larger than 0. We scale
yi down to −r for all i ∈ [τ−1]. Then, the upper bound of Y t+τ satisfies
Y t+τ ≤ −c(0, τ)y0 + r ·

∑τ−1
i=1 c(i, τ). By

∫ r

−r fY (yi)dyi ≤ 1 for any i ∈ [τ−1],
we have:

Equation 5.13 ≤
∫ r

0

∫ −c(0,τ)y0+r·
∑τ−1

i=1 c(i,τ)

−r
fY (y0)fY (x)dxdy0. (5.14)
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Finally, by setting y′
∆
= y0 − r

c(0,τ)
·
∑τ−1

i=1 c(i, τ) and the bound of fY (·) given
in Equation 5.10:

Equation 5.14 ≤
∫ ∞
−∞

∫ −c(0,τ)y′
−∞

e−y
′2·e−x2

dxdy′ =
c1

2

c2
·tan−1

(
1

c(0, τ)

)
≤ c21

c2
·c(0, τ).

(5.15)
That is, Pr[τ > 1, branchb] ≤ c1

2/c2 · c(0, τ)}, for any c1, c2 ≥ 0 and c21/c2 ≥
π−1 where c(0, τ) = acc(t)

acc(t+τ)
. Then, similar to τ = 1, we compute the prob-

ability of τ ≥ 1-chain substitution, denoted by Pr[τ > 1], as follows. Let q
be the number of viable branches in slot t. Then, by our universal sampler,
q ≤ Q, where Q is the upper bound of the total number of queries (regardless
of honest or not) made in each time slot. Hence,

Pr[τ > 1] ≤ 1−
(
1− c21

c2 · c(0, τ)

)Q

.

Combining the discussion above, we consider a constant value c > max{1, c
2
1

c2
},

and let acc(t) = ct. Then, Pr[τ ≥ 1] ≤ 1−
(
1− c21

c2·c−τ

)Q
is of the same order

as Q · c−τ . Note that we only use the upper bound of total queries to the
universal sampler instead of honest queries. Finally, we can conclude that
τ -chain substitution occurs with probability O(c−τ ).

Therefore, we have the following theorem on persistence.

Theorem 4 (Persistence) Assuming at least one honest user, the protocol
Πn,δ,k,sbk,acc among the n users, it holds that the protocol parameterized with
k ≥ δ+1 satisfies persistence (Definition 31) with probability at least 1 −
Ω(c−k+δ).

Proof 7 Suppose persistence with parameter k ≥ δ+1 is violated. It follows
that, for honest users in two different time slots ℓ1 ≤ ℓ2 holding chainℓ11 and

chainℓ22 , chain
ℓ1⌈k
1 is not the prefix of chainℓ22 . Hence, there exists blocks on

chain
ℓ1⌈k
1 not on chain2 ̸= ∅. Denote the first distinct block with bkℓ1−k

′

1 , then
k′ ≥ k.

By Proposition 1, in slot ℓ2, highest-scored branches of any slot before
ℓ2−(δ+1) are disclosed to all honest users. Hence, the block-tree treeℓ2 of the
user who holds chainℓ22 contains all highest-scored branches before ℓ2− (δ+1).

Then, chain
ℓ1⌈δ+1
1 ∈ treeℓ2. The chain substitution must happen in the slot

after ℓ−δ+1. Without loss of generality, we consider the situation that for
all i ∈ {ℓ1 − k′, . . . , ℓ1 − (δ + 1)}, chaini1 = chaini−11 ||bki for all i ∈ {ℓ1 −
k′, . . . , ℓ1− (δ+1)}, i.e., blocks on chainℓ1 are selected conjunctively for k′−δ
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slots from ℓ−k′ to ℓ−(δ+1). Therefore, by Lemma 6, the probability of this
(k′−δ)-chain substitution occurs with probability of O(c−k

′+δ) which is less
then O(c−k+δ). Finally, we conclude that the probability of persistence with
k ≥ δ + 1 is at least 1− Ω(c−k+δ).

5.5.2 Block-Liveness

For completeness, we show the following theorem for block-liveness.

Theorem 5 (Block-liveness) Assuming at least one honest user executes
the protocol Πn,δ,k,sbk,acc among the n users, it holds that the protocol satisfies
block-liveness (Definition 31) unconditionally.

The proof is straightforward. Assuming the one honest user is unaware of
any other blocks, she can trivially extend her block-tree by generating blocks
locally with the bidpool and selecting the blockchain accordingly.

5.6 Discussion

The starting point of our protocol is to implement the ledger of the P2PET,
where the underlying problem of matching buy and sell bids, can be used
in conjunction with a blockchain data structure. Despite the fact that users
need to be certificated to participate in the system, we adopt a more general
execution: permissionless with static corruptions and δ-synchronous com-
munication network. Moreover, we assume the existence of a globally syn-
chronized clock, which, at first glance, is a constrained setting. However, it
can easily be implemented by the secure hardware provided by the P2PET
system.

One component of our construction is the scoring function for blocks,
i.e., sbk, and the BAP-based PoW scheme (BAP-based PoW), implementing
a novel consensus protocol. The purpose of the scoring function is to provide
a “notion of optimal” to the system. Among all the blocks available in
each time slot, it chooses the “most optimal” choice to extend a (redefined)
blockchain data structure. At the same time, it is used as accounting for
the auction market underpinning the system. Instantiated with a concrete
function, the adversary, once given the description for the scoring function,
could adapt and get an advantage in constructing the next block. Thus, its
adaptability, in fact, helps the optimality of the overall protocol. We advocate
that the study of more concrete constructions of sbk is of independent interest
and out of the scope of this chapter.
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In our analysis, the competitive PoX scheme is replaced by a universal
sampler which samples blocks and corresponding scores from score space in
each time slot. This, in fact, simplifies our analysis without the loss of the
whole motivation of our construction. We remark that, although it is an
advanced random oracle, it is practical [32], since it can be easily used in
practice with a random function.

Considering the universal sampler in our protocol execution setting, we
showed that our protocol has persistence and block-liveness when at least
one user is honest. We recall that block-liveness is a variant of the standard
security liveness property. This variant is necessary and meaningful in our
setting, given that in every time slot all honest participants issue candidate
blocks. Thus, the property is that one block among them is always chosen
from all candidates. Needless to say, by fulfilling the block-liveness property,
we also obtain the regular liveness property, thereby constructing a fully
secure system.

Finally, we remark that we did not thoroughly investigate potential in-
centive frameworks for our proposed system in the presence of a rational
adversary. This topic seem to be out of the scope of the current chapter
despite its importance. In particular, the study of the overall behavior of
the system in the presence of such adversary. We leave this topic for future
works.
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